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A Microstructural Cam Clay Model for Hydro-Mechanical
Behavior of Unsaturated Soils
M.P. Cordão Neto, B.C.F.L. Lopes, M.M.A. Mascarenha, E. Romero
Abstract. In this paper, two new state variables are included in a conventional elastoplastic model, Modified Cam-clay, to
incorporate the influence of pore size distribution changes in the mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils. The first state
variable allows capturing the influence of large pore changes in the mechanical behavior, and is controlled by an evolution
law that incorporates plastic volumetric strain. The second state variable is added to reproduce suction effects and the
evolution of this variable is also controlled by plastic volumetric strain. The new approach is validated against a variety of
experimental data of high porosity soils.
Keywords: high porosity soils, mechanical behavior, unsaturated soils, new state variables.

1. Introduction
Over the past decades, several constitutive models
have been developed to reproduce the hydro-mechanical
behavior of unsaturated soils. Alonso et al. (2010) state that
nowadays, the development of constitutive models for unsaturated soils is tightly linked to the concept of effective
stress. Indeed, the apparent success of this concept is also
substantially connected to the fact that this effective stress
takes into account the influence of the degree of saturation
(Wheeler et al., 2003) or effective degree of saturation
(Alonso et al., 2010).
On the other hand, some research trends aim at investigating the influence of the microstructure in the behavior
of the soil; for instance: Prapaharan et al. (1985), Griffiths
& Joshi (1989), Delage et al. (1996), Qi et al. (1996),
Penumadu & Dean (2000), Simms & Yanful (2005), Cuisinier & Laloui (2004), Kong et al. (2005), Li & Zhang
(2009), Tarantino & de Col (2008), Delage (2010), Romero
et al. (2011), Munoz-Castelblanco et al. (2012) among others. This paper aims to advance this discussion.
Figure 1 presents the results of a collapsible and porous soil of Brasília, DF, Brazil (Silva, 2009). The figure illustrates some evidences of how loading and wetting can
change the pore size density function (PSD). The PSD relates the log differential intrusion curve - obtained by mercury intrusion porosimetry- vs. entrance pore size D, which
aids in the visual detection of the dominant pore modes. Results of three soil samples are presented: one as compacted
on the dry side (e = 1.16), a second sample loaded at constant water content up to 800 kPa of vertical stress
(e = 0.98), and the last one loaded at constant water content

up to 800 kPa followed by collapse induced by saturation
(e = 0.77). It can be observed from Fig. 1 that both loading
and collapse have an effect mostly in the largest pore sizes,
which agrees with findings from Delage & Lefebvre (1984)
and Griffiths & Joshi (1989). These authors reported that irreversible strains were caused by changes in the volume of
the largest pores.
Based on the previous discussions, it can be concluded that any new constitutive model should take into
account how the change in the fabric is affecting the mechanical response of the soil in terms of deformability and
strength. This can be reached by introducing a new state
variable associated with the soil fabric and the influence of
large pore changes.
Probably, the best way to obtain this variable is by observing the evolutions of the PSD when it is subjected to
different stress paths, i.e., it is necessary to define a model
that allows evaluating the changes that occur in the PSDs
along different stress paths (Romero et al., 2011). Figure 2
shows the evolution of the PSD when the soil is loaded and
dried. It is clear that the PSD is differently affected by loading and suction changes. Moreover, the PSD of different
soils is expected to have different responses.
Thus, this paper attempts to link the macroscopic behavior of the soil with its fabric by the introduction of two
new state variables into a constitutive model. One of those
variables is linked to the pore size distribution and the second one takes into account how the plastic volumetric strain
affects the suction effect in the mechanical behavior. Those
variables are used to adapt the Modified Cam-clay model to
reproduce the behavior of unsaturated soils that present
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state variables that provide a relationship between the macroscopic behavior and the microscopic response of the soil.
Figure 1 illustrates the case of a collapsible and
highly porous soil, in which soil bonding effects are negligible. Thus, when analysing this graph it is possible to conclude that the region of the largest pores (macrofabric level)
is easily destroyed when the soil is loaded and the smallest
voids remain unchanged. A way to reproduce this hypothesis is to admit a superposition of effects between large pores
and small pores, meaning:
de = de L + de S
Figure 1 - Changes in pore size density functions of a collapsible
soil (Silva, 2009).

(1)

where de is the total strain or the strain measured in the labL
oratory, de is the strain that occurs due to changes of the
large pore volume (macrofabric level) and deS is the strain
due to changes of the small pore volume (microfabric
level). Considering that initially deL is much greater than
deS, the total strain may then be associated only with deL.
However, as the macrofabric level is reduced, strain in the
microfabric level will start to gain significance and for
larger loading levels it will be predominant. Hence, it is
possible to associate the mechanical response of the soil
with the pore size distribution. In the following sections,
the concepts necessary to complete the definition of the
new model introduced in this paper are presented.
2.2. Classical admissible state region

Figure 2 - Evolution of the PSDs as a result of (a) loading and (b)
suction changes (after Cuisinier & Laloui, 2004).

strong changes in their fabric, for instance, natural and
compacted soils that display two distinct levels of dominants pores (large and small pores).

2. New Model Concepts
2.1. Analyses of the mechanical behavior of soils using
PSD
As mentioned previously, PSD analyses may be used
in the modelling process to help understand the hydromechanical behavior of soils and also assist in defining new

4

In order to understand the new concepts presented in
this paper it is necessary to introduce the idea of admissible
states. Figure 3 shows two classical examples: the MohrCoulomb envelope (on the left) and the surface of elastoplastic constitutive models (on the right). In the latter, the
surface delimits both the elastic region and the admissible
states of the soil, as once the stress path reaches the surface
it has to keep on it, given that beyond the surface is the region of impossible states. In this plot, e is the void ratio and
p’ the mean effective stress.
In Fig. 3(b) a stress path can be seen where AB is elastic. If the condition of stress applied on the soil is such that
it ends up in C’ (an impossible state) the soil will be forced
to rearrange its fabric leading it to C on the Normal Consolidated Line (NCL), which is the limit of admissible state in
this space. This is a result of the inability of the soil fabric to
sustain this stress state. Thereby, a rearrangement of the
fabric occurs bringing the soil to a new state able to sustain
the stress. This change is irreversible and it generates elastoplastic strains.
2.3. Intrinsic state
Some features of the soil such as anisotropy, suction,
bonding and structural metastability modify the limit of admissible states of the soil, defined in the previous section.
Although soils in their natural condition present some of
those effects, it is possible to idealise a material with no alteration at all. This ideal state of the soil resembles the soil

Soils and Rocks, São Paulo, 40(1): 3-16, January-April, 2017.
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The ICL can be determined by two terms. The first
one is the void ratio of the sample as if it were in the paste
L
condition used to determine its liquid limit, i.e., w(%) = w .
This void ratio can be given by:
e wL = G s w L

(2)
L

where GS is the specific gravity of the soil grains and w is
the liquid limit. Besides the void ratio, the other term required is its slope. In this paper it is assumed to be given by
li. In section 3.1 a way to determine its value is presented.
2.4. Fabric effect

Figure 3 - Admissible state concept. (a) Mohr Coulomb envelope
and (b) Void ratio (e): ln p’ relationship - Elastoplastic models.

All features mentioned in the previous section change
the domain of admissible states. As a result, the limit line
for another condition incorporating one or more features
does not correspond to the ICL. For all new features incorporated into the intrinsic state there will be a corresponding
new limit line, which could reduce or increase the region of
admissible states.
Figure 5 can help understand how the existing different pore levels could affect the soil behavior and the change
in the admissible states. In the graph of Fig. 5, two samples
of soils with an identical void ratio are shown, however
with different pore size distributions. It is reasonable to as-

paste used to determine the liquid limit and is defined in this
paper as the Intrinsic State. In this state the soil has the
greatest possible void ratio, but it is still solid and without
any additional effect.
If from that idealized state a loading path is drawn in
the p’-e space, then the Normal Consolidated Line (NCL)
will be renamed as the Intrinsic Consolidated Line (ICL)
(Fig. 4). This line (ICL) is a function of compositional factors such as: type and shape of minerals, particles size distribution, mineral fractions, type of absorbed cations, pore
water composition, and type and amount of other constituents such as organic matter, silica, alumina and iron oxides
(Mitchell & Soga, 2005).

Figure 4 - Intrinsic and Fabric (non-intrinsic) consolidation lines.

Soils and Rocks, São Paulo, 40(1): 3-16, January-April, 2017.

Figure 5 - Soils with an identical void ratio and different structures: (a) Cumulative pore size distribution curve; (b) pore size
density function.
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sume that the largest pores are more easily affected by a
loading path than the smallest pores. Nevertheless, as the
largest pores are being destroyed, both soils will tend to
present similar behavior, as their pore size distribution
curves will tend to be similar. This hypotheses was shown
by Otálvaro (2013), Borges (2014) and Otálvaro et al.
(2016).
Thus, the simplest fact that large pores exist reduces
the area of admissible states, as shown in Fig. 4, which originates the new admissible line as a consequence of the fabric influence (FCL- Fabric Consolidated Line). The distance between the ICL and, the FCL is defined as the state
f
variable x .
This new variable is used to measure the influence of
the macrofabric (largest pores) level in the mechanical response of the soil and as soon as plastic strains start to def
velop, x will gradually begin to degrade. Therefore, the
mechanical response approaches the behavior of the soil in
f
the intrinsic state. State variable, x , can be defined as:
x f = e wL - e 0

(3)

where e0 is the initial void ratio of the sample in the natural
wL
condition and e is the void ratio of the sample in the intrinsic state, defined by Eq. 2.
Figure 4 shows the path OABC that represents a loading in a soil sample in the intrinsic state, where only elastic
strains occur in OAB, and elastoplastic strains occur in BC.
For double structure soils the elastic region will be reduced,
and elastoplastic strains will start occurring at A. At this
point, large porosity effect is maximum and associated with
x 0f . As shown in Fig. 4, when plastic strain occurs (path
AD), xf will gradually degrade according to its evolution
law, given by:
x f = x 0f e

( - a f e vp )

(4)

f

where x is the new state variable associated with macrofabric level strain; x 0f is the initial value of xf; af controls the
absolute rate of degradation; and e vp is the plastic volumetf
ric strain. The effect of parameter a can be seen in Fig. 6.
f
High values of a increase the degradation effect of the
macrofabric level in the mechanic response of the soil
f
while a = 0 brings the model to the conventional Modified
Cam-Clay Model.
The plastic volumetric strains take place based on the
ICL. Thus, it is necessary to project the current stress state
point on the ICL and then plastic volumetric strain rates are
given by:
de vp =

i
li - k dp 0
1 + e p 0i

(5)

where de vp is the plastic volumetric strain rate; l is the
i

slope of the ICL; k is the slope of the elastic path; e is the
void ratio; dp 0i is the pre-consolidation stress rate in the
ICL; and p 0i is the projection of the pre-consolidation stress

6

Figure 6 - Void ratio (e): ln p’ relationship. Influence of parameter
af on loading paths.

on the ICL. Finally, pre-consolidation stresses are calculated by:
p =p e
s
0

i
0

æ -x f
çç i
è l -k

ö
÷÷
ø

(6)

where p 0s is the pre-consolidation stress on the FCL, and xf
measures the influence of the double structure on soil behavior. In Fig. 4, p 0s and p 0i are the stress on the points A
and B, respectively.
2.5. Suction effect
Suction effect shifts the limit of admissible states of
the soil, amplifying its domain. This is due to the fact that
suction effect increases soil capacity to sustain stresses
without inducing plastic straining. As a result, the limit line
for unsaturated soils (UCL) is shifted by xS above the ICL
which is a limit for fully saturated soils.
Figure 7 explains suction effect in the p”-e space,
where p” represents the mean net stress. An unsaturated soil
is loaded following elastic path DE, where point E is on the
UCL. At this stage, xS is the maximum and the region below
UCL is elastic while above this line is a region of impossible states. From point E, elastoplastic strains start to occur
on loading. Thus the UCL shifts towards the ICL and xS will
then be reduced originating path EF’. Therefore, the distance between UCL and ICL is reduced and consequently if
a wetting path is applied to the soil, the resulting collapse
will also be reduced. The pre-consolidated stress for both
conditions, saturated and unsaturated, is defined by p*0 and
p0, and these variables are used to define ICL and UCL.
State variable xS will gradually degrade as plastic
f
strains occur, in the same way as it occurs for x , and following an equivalent evolution law given by:
x s = x 0s e

( - a s e vp )

(7)
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compression in the global stiffness of the soil (on loading at
constant suction, the degree of saturation increases and affects soil compressibility). This effect is in agreement with
models that use Bishop’s stress as a state variable, such as
Wheeler et al. (2003), Sheng et al. (2004), Alonso et al.
(2010) and Della Vecchia et al. (2013).
From Fig. 7, it is also possible to obtain the relationship between saturated and unsaturated pre-consolidation
stresses, i.e., the Loading Collapse curve (LC), as follows.
The void ratio when mean net stress is pc on the ICL is given
by:
æ p s ( 0) ö
N i ( 0) = e1 + D + li lnçç 0 c ÷÷
è p ø

Figure 7 - Void ratio (e) : ln p” curve - unsaturated and saturated
limits.

where x is the suction effect on the soil; x 0s is its initial
s
value; a controls the absolute rate of suction degradation;
p
and e v x is the plastic volumetric strain. The effect of pas
rameter a can be seen in Fig. 8.
Figure 7 shows two different stress paths followed by
the same soil under saturated and unsaturated conditions. It
can be observed that due to the expansion of the soil the initial void ratio of the saturated soil is greater than in the case
of the unsaturated soil (the difference being equal to D). Although both elastic stress paths have the same slope (k),unsaturated soil starts yielding at a greater stress value, point
E, compared to the stress value for the soil in the saturated
condition, point B.
The physical meaning of suction effect degradation
can be understood as a reduction of suction influence on
S

(8)

where Ni(0) is the void ratio when the mean net stress is pc
on the ICL; e1 is the void ratio at point 1; D is the difference
between the saturated and unsaturated initial void ratios for
a suction unloading (wetting) in the elastic domain; p 0s is
c
the pre-consolidation stress for the saturated path; and p is
a reference mean net stress, in this case 1 kPa. Similarly, the
c
value of void ratio when the mean net stress is p on the
UCL is given by:
æ p i ( s) ö i æ p 0i ( s) ö
÷÷ + l lnçç c ÷÷
N i ( s) = e1 - k lnçç 0i
è p ø
è p 0 ( 0) ø

(9)

where Ni(s) is the void ratio when the mean stress is pc on
the UCL; k is the slope of the elastic path; and p 0i ( s) is the
pre-consolidation stress for the unsaturated path. Suction
S
effect (x ) is given by:
x s = N i ( s) - N i ( 0)

(10)

s

Thus, x can be rewritten as:
æ p i ( s) ö
÷÷
x s = -D + ( li - k) lnçç 0i
è p 0 ( 0) ø

(11)

and the Loading Collapse (LC) equation can be given by:
p ( s) = p ( 0) e
i
0

i
0

æ D+ x s
çç i
è l -k

ö
÷÷
ø

(12)

where p 0i ( s) is the mean net stress on the UCL, and p 0i ( 0) is
the mean net stress on the ICL. Similarly to what has been
f
indicated for the state variable, x , the authors consider that
S
x could also be described through analysis of the PSD
curve. However, in the absence of more experimental data,
S
x is described as follows:

[

]

x s = 1 - (1 - r) e - bs + r

s

Figure 8 - Influence of a parameter along unsaturated loading
paths.
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(13)

where xS is the suction effect degradation; s is suction; b and
r are parameters similar to BBM parameters (Alonso et al.,
1990).
For moderately expansive soils, D can be calculated
according to Alonso et al. (1990), as follows:
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æ s + p atm ö
D = k s lnç
÷
è p atm ø

(14)

where patm is the atmospheric pressure, s is suction, kS is the
slope on the wetting path in the elastic region. The relationship presented in Eq. 14 is valid on the elastic region for
wetting and drying paths only.
The analysis of Eq. 14 allows a better interpretation of
D and xS parameters, which control the mechanical response
S
of the model under unsaturated conditions. While x is affected by plastic volumetric strains (Eq. 7) and suction variations (Eq. 13), parameter D is affected solely by suction
variations (Eq. 14).
It is important to point out that D can be described by
any law that allows reproducing the volume changes that
occur due to wetting and drying stress paths for expansive
soils. In case these variations result in plastic strains, they
will be taken into account through updates of xS and xf state
variables.
2.6. Fabric and suction coupling effects
In general, both effects mentioned previously appear
combined in natural and compacted soils. As a result, limit
states that were described separately above are now combined: the fabric (large and small pores) and suction effects.
In Fig. 9 UFCL is a limit line that combines suction effect
(xs), responsible for the elastic domain expansion, and the
f
fabric effect (x ) that reduces it. It is also important to highlight that both effects are degraded through plastic straining, which means that as plastic volumetric strains develop,
xs and xf will be gradually destroyed.
Hypothetical stress paths have been drawn in Fig. 9 to
explain the behavior of a soil that presents both high porosity and suction effects. Path 0A is elastic and A is the yield-

Figure 9 - Void ratio (e) : ln p’ relationship - limits (fabric and
suction effects).

8

ing point. If the soil sample is wetted, it follows path AB,
indicating volumetric collapse. In this case, not only a reduction of suction effect is expected, but also destruction of
the initial fabric of the soil. This results in the displacement
of FCL towards the ICL. The new position of FCL can be
calculated through the evaluation of plastic volumetric
strains according to Eq. 4.
On the other hand, if the soil was loaded at constant
suction from point A, the stress path would follow path AC,
tending towards the UCL. This happens because the distance between UFCL and UCL reduces as plastic strains
f
occur and x degrades. However, besides degradation of the
fabric effect, the suction effect is also degraded. Therefore,
it could be observed that the path followed will depend on
the values of af and as, which control the velocity of degradation effects of the fabric and suction, respectively.
2.7. Model formulation
The yield surface proposed for the new model is similar to the one presented by Alonso et al. (1990) to define the
Barcelona Basic Model. It is described by the following
equations:
f 1 ( p, q , s, e p ) = q 2 - M 2 ( p 0s ( s) - p)( p + p s ) = 0 (15)
f 2 ( p, q , s, e p ) = ( s i - s) = 0
s

æ D+ x
çç i
l -k

p 0s ( s) = p 0s ( 0) e è

ö
÷÷
ø

(16)
(17)

ps = kc s

(18)

[

]

x s = 1 - (1 - r) e - bs + r

(19)

where p, q and s are the stress state variables; ep is the vector
i
of plastic strain; s is the suction increase yield locus; p 0i ( 0)
is the pre-consolidation stress for saturated condition soil;
li and k are the slopes of the Intrinsic Consolidation Line
and Unloading Line; kc is the rate of cohesion increase with
suction; and finally b and r are parameters related to suction
effects on the LC yield locus (Eq. 17, which is equivalent to
Eq. 12). In this work, the formulation presented will not
take into account suction paths that go beyond si (Eq. 16).
Figure 10 presents a 3D view of the yield surface under saturated conditions in the p”-q-e space, in which it is
f
possible to observe the effects induced by state variable x .
In this figure, the Intrinsic Critical State Line (ICSL) and
the Fabric Critical State Line (FCSL) are presented. Both
lines tend to converge as xf is degraded, in the same way as
it happens with ICL and FCL.
Hardening laws are defined relating plastic volumetric strain to the size of the yield surface. They can be expressed as follows:
dp 0i
de

p
v

=

1+ e i
p0
li - k

(20)
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Terms ai and bi are easily determined, since they are
similar to those terms of other constitutive models, such as
BBM (Alonso et al., 1990), but here the associated flow,
1
i.e., the f1 º g1 is assumed. On the other hand, c = ¶¶f s requires more attention, since its derivative depends on other
terms:
c=

¶f 1
¶f 1 ¶p 0s ( s) ¶x s
= s
¶s ¶p 0 ( s) ¶x s ¶s

¶f 1 ¶p 0s ( s) ¶D ¶f 1 ¶p s
+
+ s
¶p 0 ( s) ¶D ¶s ¶p s ¶s
Figure 10 - Yield surface for saturated conditions.

p = p ( 0) e
i
0

s
0

æ xf ö
çç i
÷÷
è l -k ø

The term Y that appears in Eqs. 26 and 27, represents
hardening and can be expressed as follows:
(21)

dx f
= -a f x f
de vp

(22)

ds f
= -a s x s
p
de v

(23)

All variables and parameters presented in Eq. 21 to 23
have been defined previously, except for p 0i which is the
projection of the pre-consolidation stress p 0s ( 0) on the ICL
at constant void ratio (refer also to Eq. 6). This allows isolating plastic strain effects that occur at the microfabric
i
f
level ( ddpe 0p ), at the macrofabric level ( dx
) and the strains asde p
v

v

s

sociated with suction variations ( dx
). This translates the
de p
v

natural coupling between these three effects and can be materialised in the following expression:
de vp =

i
li - k dp 0 æ 1
1
ö
-ç
dx f + s s dx s ÷
1 + e p 0i è a f x f
a x
ø

(24)

The new model considers associated flow rule, and
then plastic strain can be determined by:
de vp = L

¶f 1
¶s i

(25)

where L is the plastic multiplier which is calculated as:
L=

-a i ds i -cds
+
Y
Y

(26)

L=

( c - a l Dkl H k ) ds
a l Dkl de k
+
a m Dnm bn - Y
a m Dnm bn - Y

(27)

or

where a i =

¶f 1
¶g1
¶f 1
, bi =
and c =
.
¶s i
¶s i
¶s
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(28)

æ ¶g1 ¶g1 ¶g1 öæ ¶f 1 ¶p 0s ( s) ¶p 0s ( 0) ¶p 0i
÷ç
Y =ç
+
+
s
p
i
÷ç s
ç ¶s
è x ¶s y ¶s z øè ¶p 0 ( s) ¶p 0 ( 0) ¶p 0 ¶e v (29)
¶f 1 ¶p 0s ( s) ¶p 0s ( 0) ¶x f ö
¶f 1 ¶p 0s ( s) ¶x s
÷
+
+ s
¶p 0 ( s) ¶x s ¶e vp ¶p 0s ( s) ¶p 0s ( 0) ¶x f ¶e vp ÷ø
where all terms can be determined through Eqs. 6 and 13 to
23.
In the next section the model validation will be presented, which was accomplished through simulations of
isotropic and oedometer stress paths. The model results
were then compared to experimental test results.

3. Model Validation
To demonstrate the model capability, simulations results from different soils, where two of them were sampled
at natural conditions, will be presented in the paper. In an
initial stage, simulation results will be dealing with saturated soils. Then, unsaturated soil features will be addressed.
3.1. Saturated soil modelling
Table 1 presents different soils and their main properties are indicated, as well as the parameters used for the saturated modelling. Some details on the choice of parameters
is presented in the following.
The first variable to be discussed is the pre-consolidation stress. When analysing this variable, it should be
remarked that most of the values presented in Table 1 are
somewhat lower than the values used in the original studies
(see references in the table). It is worth mentioning that in
this paper, pre-consolidation stress is defined as the stress
from which the soil no longer has linear-logarithm behavior
with k slope, which differs from other criteria, as presented
by Cui & Delage (1996), where pre-consolidation stress
values are defined from the intersection of the extension
lines with k and l slopes.
Parameter k is defined in the same way as most constitutive models, where it represents the elastic slope determined as:
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Table 1 - Parameters for saturated soils.
f

Soil
Cataluña Silty Clay

(1)

Pereira Barreto Clayey Sand
Brasilia Clay

(2)

(3)

Residual silty sand derived from gneiss
(1)

(2)

(4)

L

k

p(0)s (kPa)

w (%)

PI (%)

Gs

15

0.115

0.006

50

22

7

2.70

0.46

15

0.200

0.008

20

22

< 10

2.69

0.40

10

0.250

0.003

30

26

10

2.74

15

0.112

0.006

40

31

12

2.64

a

0.10

0.06
(3)

f

l

x

(4)

Mascarenha (2008), Rodrigues (2007), Silva (2009), Pereira (1996).

k=

ei - e0
s
ln 0
si

(30)

where si and so vertical net stresses and ei and eo void ratios
are defined in the elastic line under oedometer conditions.
Parameter li is defined as the slope of the elastoplastic (intrinsic) line, given by the following expression:
li = e i - e 0 ln

s0
si

(31)

where si and so vertical net stresses and ei and eo void ratios
are defined in the region where all the high porosity effect
f
has been already destroyed, i.e. x = 0, which differentiates
the new model from others. However, none of the test results used in this paper were defined to reach such a condition, therefore there is no clear evidence that the final
portion of loading stage is in this condition. Figure 11(a)
present li values used in the simulations (l (model) in the
figure) and the values obtained from the portion where it is
f
believed x is close to 0, which corresponds to the highest
vertical stresses of the tests (l (data) in the figure). In general, values used in the simulations are larger than experimentally determined values.
Variable xf can be obtained from Eq. 3. Due to the
L
high variability of liquid limit values (w ) it is necessary to
slightly adjust the values obtained from Eq. 3. Figure 11 (b)
shows good agreement between values estimated from Eq.
3 (xf (data) in the figure) and values used in the simulations
f
to obtain best fit (x (model) in the figure).
On the other hand, parameter af controls the rate at
which the high porosity effect is destroyed due to plastic
f
volumetric straining. Eq. 4 is used to obtain a , where at
f
f
least two points of x are required. The initial value of x is
known. Besides this, it is also possible to estimate its final
value that corresponds to the difference between the void
ratio of the sample and the void ratio on the ICL at high vertical net stresses. Plastic strains are also known, since an
unloading path is usually carried out. Even using test data
that were not specifically performed for the proposed
model calibration, it was possible to obtain a good agreement as presented in Fig. 12. In this figure, the FCL and
ICL lines of each soil considered are also plotted. The results presented in this work are a clearly better fit that the
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Figure 11 - l and x calculated from experimental data and values
used in the simulations.
i

f

ones presented by Pereira (1996), Mascarenha (2008) and
Silva (2009), the original sources of data, where Nonlinear
Elastic models (Pereira, 1996) and Modify Cam-clay models (Mascarenha, 2008 and Silva, 2009) were used.
In the case of the Brasilia Clay (Fig. 12(d)), it is possif
ble to note that x is nearly zero, which corresponds to a total
destruction of the largest pores, as indicated in Fig. 1.
3.2. Unsaturated soil modelling
3.2.1. Theoretical case
Although the hypotheses used in the new model are
different from the ones used in BBM (Alonso et al., 1990),
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Figure 12 - Simulation results of saturated oedometer paths. (a) Residual silty sand derived from gneiss - Pereira (1996); (b) Cataluña
Silty Clay - Mascarenha (2008); (c) Residual silty sand derived from gneiss - Rodrigues (2007); and (d) Brasilia Clay - Silva (2009).

the new model is able to reproduce, with some agreement,
the results foreseen by BBM. Therefore, the first results
presented in this section will be a comparison between the
behavior foreseen by the new model and BBM.
Parameters used in BBM simulations are the same
presented in Alonso et al. (1990) and they are summarised
in Table 2 along with the parameters used in the new model.
Parameters li and k are assumed to display the same values
as the ones proposed by Alonso et al. (1990). This means
that li can be considered the slope of ICL, since BBM is an
extension of Modified Cam Clay. Variables (p 0s ( 0) and x 0f )
and af parameter were determined to obtain best fit results
along a saturated path.

Figure 13 - LC curves of BBM and New Model.

Parameters r and b were obtained so that a best fit between LC curves of the new model and BBM were reached.
Figure 13 shows a comparison between both LC curves. It
is also possible to observe the high porosity effect in the
curve, which corresponds to a drastic reduction of the
pre-consolidation stress in the low suction range. In this
case, it was compensated for by an increase of parameters b
and r with respect to BBM values indicated in Table 2.

In Fig. 14 comparative results are presented for both
saturated and unsaturated conditions, where the unsaturated paths considered were associated with an isotropic
loading at constant suction s = 200 kPa, followed by saturation inducing volumetric collapse. The saturated path considered is a loading path starting from the same initial void
ratio.
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Table 2 - Parameters used in the new model.
k

BBM

0.2

0.02

200

New model

0.2

0.02

160

i

r

b (MPa)

x 0f

a

100

0.75

12.5

-

-

-

0.008

-

0.923

20

0.04

50

1.5 (10)*

0.008

c

p0s ( 0 ) kPa p (kPa)

l

f

a

S

k

S

s

Figure 14 - Comparison between results of the new model and BBM: (a) Low velocity of suction degradation (a = 1.5). (b) High velocity of suction degradation (as = 10).

It is important to remark some aspects reproduced by
the new model. First, the smooth transition that is observed between the elastic and intrinsic segments, which
occurs during the degradation of the high porosity effect.
A second point to be highlighted is the degradation of the
suction effect (associated with the increase in degree of
saturation as a consequence of loading at constant suction). This degradation results in a progressive approach
between the saturated and unsaturated curves as plastic
straining is induced. The velocity associated with this process is controlled by parameter as that also affects the collapsible response. This may be visualized through comparisons between Fig. 14(a) and (b), in which low suction
degradation effects on compressibility (as = 1.5) are coms
pared to higher degradation effects (a = 10). Finally, it is
possible to observe that even with all other parameters
kept constant, collapse value is significantly reduced
when comparing both model results. In addition, it allows
simulating a maximum collapse at intermediate vertical
stresses (Fig. 14(b)).

3.2.2. Loading and wetting stress paths
In this section, loading and wetting results will be presented for compacted (Pereira, 1996) and natural (Mascarenha, 2008) soils. Table 3 presents the calibration of parameters obtained for Pereira (1996) and Mascarenha (2008)
tests.
In general, the new model was able to adequately reproduce soil responses for different stress paths. Simulation
results of Pereira (1996) data are presented in Fig. 15(a). It
shows an oedometer path with application of vertical stress
up to 400 kPa, followed by saturation and more application
of vertical stress up to 800 kPa. The new model is able to reproduce precisely this path (an oedometer saturated path
has already been presented in Fig. 12(a)).
Figure 15(b) presents the results of suction reduction
paths under isotropic loading conditions at different mean
net stresses. All samples started at the same initial suction
(s = 370 kPa). The new model was able to satisfactorily reproduce collapse variation associated with different soil

Table 3 - Parameters calibrated for compacted and natural soils.

Cataluña Silty Clay

(1)

Residual silty sand derived from gneiss
(1)

l

k

p0s ( 0 )
(kPa)

r

b (MPa)

x 0f

a

0.115

0.006

50

0.75

0.13

0.10

15

6

0.008

0.12

0.006

40

0.75

8.0

0.06

15

2

0.0

i

Soil

(2)

f

a

S

k

S

(2)

Mascarenha (2008), Pereira (1996).
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Figure 15 - Pereira test simulations. (a) Loading and wetting paths (b) Wetting paths at different net mean stresses.

stress states (different final suctions at different mean net
stresses).
In Fig. 16 it is possible to observe the LC curve for the
final condition of the wetting test at constant p = 200 kPa. In
the same figure, the LC associated with BBM is shown
(Farias & Cordão-Neto, 2010). There is a significant difference between both LC curves. This is due to the fact that
while for BBM the LC curve depends exclusively on suction, in the new model the LC curve depends on suction and
plastic volumetric strains which affect state variables xf and
S
S
x . If state parameter x is strongly affected by plastic strains
s
(a = 10), then suction, as a consequence, will have less influence on soil behavior.
Two unsaturated stress paths reported by Mascarenha
(2008) on a natural high-porosity soil were also used to perform simulations. In both tests, vertical net stress was increased up to 800 kPa (in these paths suction was kept
constant, at 50 kPa and 400 kPa, respectively), followed by
suction reduction until saturation. From this point on, tests
followed the paths indicated in Fig. 17(a) and (b). The new
model was able to adequately replicate soil behavior, in-

cluding the volumetric collapse starting from different
initial suctions (50 kPa and 400 kPa).

Figure 16 - Wetting test simulation for constant mean net stress
p = 200 kPa. Comparison between final LC curves, taking into account different as values.

Figure 17 - Mascarenha (2008) test simulations. Reproduction of collapse paths. (a) s = 50 kPa; (b) s = 400 kPa.
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In Fig. 17 it is possible to observe that after saturation
f
the soil is close to the ICL, which means x is small. Figure
18 displays the evolution of the PSDs of the soil starting
from natural conditions (e = 0.71) and after being loaded to
800 kPa at constant water content followed by wetting
(e = 0.53).
As observed, there is a significant change in the pore
size distribution, particularly in the region with pore diameters greater than 10,000 nm. Although the resulting PSD is
still a bimodal curve, it is possible to observe that the loading tends to convert the bimodal curve into a unimodal one,
which is the hypothesis assumed by the model in this paper.
Loading and wetting induce an important reduction in the
macropore volume, as well as shifting towards smaller values of the dominant macropore size. On the other hand,
wetting induces some swelling of micropore volume (a new
mode emerges in this micropore volume domain at a dominant pore size around 200 nm).

4. Conclusions
In this paper, a new constitutive model for unsaturated high-porosity soils is proposed, which incorporates
two new state variables. These state variables have an important impact on the mechanical response of the soil and
are associated with soil fabric (macropore volume that reduces on loading and wetting) and with suction. In order to
introduce the model, fundamental aspects of intrinsic and
admissible states of soils are first presented, together with
pore size distribution changes along loading and wetting
(collapse) paths.
The state variables are ruled by plastic volumetric
strain. This allows capturing the influence on mechanical
behavior of suction effects together with large pore changes
(fabric effects) and degree of saturation changes (as a consequence of plastic straining). For example, during loading
at constant suction the soil reaches a maximum collapse capability on wetting at an intermediate stress state. This is a
consequence of the increase in stress (which increases col-

Figure 18 - Evolution of pore size density functions (after Mascarenha, 2008).
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lapse), and, on the other hand, to an opposite effect that increases degree of saturation and thus reduces the capability
to collapse. Simultaneously tackling these effects (high porosity and suction) together with the evolution of plastic
volumetric straining, enables a better reproduction of the
behavioral features of high-porosity saturated and unsaturated soils.
The paper presented the model formulation together
with the stress-strain relationships. Generally speaking, the
model did not lose any of the predecessor’s characteristics
(such as BBM, Alonso et al., 1990) and new ones were incorporated to enable better capacity to reproduce several
aspects of soil behavior. Moreover, additional information
associated with high porosity was incorporated in the
Cam-clay model and BBM. This new information helps obtain some characteristics that are not captured in conventional models, such as smooth transition between pre- and
normally consolidated locus.
As for the next steps, the authors consider that the
model could be expanded, with little modifications, to expansive soils, and that state variables related to soil fabric
could be directly obtained from the pore size distribution
analysis. This way, it is expected that the macroscopic response of the soil could be better described through its microscopic behavior.
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D: entrance pore size
dkl: elastitc constitutive matrix
dp 0i : pre-consolidation stress rate in the ICL
de: total strain or the strain measured in the laboratory
deL: strain that occurs due to changes of the large pore volume (macrofabric level)
deS: strain due to changes of the small pore volume (microfabric level)
de vp : plastic volumetric strain rate
e: void ratio
ewL: void ratio of the sample in the intrinsic state
0
e : initial void ratio of the sample in the natural condition
FCL: Fabric Consolidated Line
1
f : yield surface (p and q axis)
2
f : yield surface (p and s axis)
GS: specific gravity of the soil grains
hk: elastitc constitutive vector
1
g : plastic potencial function
ICL: Intrinsic Consolidated Line
LC: Loading Collapse curve
M: slope of critical state lines
NCL: Normal Consolidated Line
Ni(s): void ratio when the mean stress is pc on the UCL
i
N (0): void ratio when the mean net stress is pc on the ICL
p: net mean stress
p’: mean effective stress
patm: atmospheric pressure
c
p : reference mean net stress
PI: plasticity index
p 0i : projection of the pre-consolidation stress on the ICL
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p 0i ( s): mean net stress on the UCL
p 0i ( 0): mean net stress on the ICL
p 0s : pre-consolidation stress on the FCL
p 0s ( s): pre-consolidation stress for unsaturated condition
soil
p 0s ( 0): pre-consolidation stress for saturated condition soil
PSD: pore size density function
q: deviatoric stress
r: parameter defining the maximum soil stiffness
s: suction
i
s : suction increase yield locus
f
x : state variable associated with macrofabric level strain
f
x 0f : initial value of x
S

x : suction effect degradation
S
s 0f : initial value of x
w: water content
L
w : Liquid limit
f
a : parameter that controls the absolute rate of degradation
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a : parameter that controls the absolute rate of suction degradation
b: parameter controlling the rate of increase of soil stiffness
with suction
D: difference between the saturated and unsaturated initial
void ratios for a suction unloading (wetting) in the elastic
domain
e: total strain or the strain measured in the laboratory
ep: vector of plastic strain
e vp : plastic volumetric strain
f: friction angle
k: slope of the elastic path
kc: rate of shear strength increase with suction
kS: slope on the wetting path in the elastic region
li : Slope of the ICL
si: Net stresses
so: initial net stresses
s¢v : vertical effective stresses
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Pile Setup over a Period of Seven Years Based on Dynamic
Load Tests in Overconsolidated Clay
L.B. Passini, L.B. Benetti, A.C.M. Kormann
Abstract. This paper presents the results of a field investigation into pile setup in overconsolidated clay soil that was
conducted during a period of almost seven years, at Guabirotuba Geological Formation, south of Brazil, where the
experimentation site of the Federal University of Paraná is located. One driven precast prestressed concrete pile was
subjected to dynamic load tests at four different events: at the end of driving (EOD) and at three re-strikes: after 113.5 h (4.7
days), 288 h (12 days) and 2342 days (6.4 years) of pile installation. Re-strike measurements confirm that pile setup
occurred and the shaft resistance component, not the end-bearing, contributes predominantly to the increase in capacity
along time.
Keywords: driven piles, dynamic load test, pile setup, overconsolidated clay soil.

1. Introduction
Driven piles are displacement piles where no (or minimal) soil emerges at the surface as a result of their installation (Salgado, 2008). Prestressed concrete piles are displacement piles that offer several benefits compared to
other driven pile systems (e.g. Gerwick, 1968; Hussein et
al., 1993a; Tomlinson, 1994; Fleming et al., 2009). Tensile
stresses, which can arise in a pile during driving, can be
better resisted due to prestressing forces and the pile is less
likely to be damaged during handling. Bending stresses
during driving are also less likely to produce cracking than
in conventional precast concrete piles.
As is well known in foundation engineering, piles undergo a process of setup after installation (e.g. Hussein et
al., 1993b; York et al., 1994; Chow et al., 1998; Axelsson,
1998; Axelsson & Westin, 2000; Tan et al., 2004; Fellenius, 2008; Yan & Yuen, 2010; Lee et al., 2010; Steward
& Wang, 2011; Lim & Lehane, 2014; Basu et al., 2014;
Afshin & Rayhani, 2015), leading to an increase in capacity
along time. It is suggested that this happens both because of
the dissipation of positive pore pressure excess and of soil
aging (particles rearrangement around the pile shaft) along
time after installation. Steward & Wang (2011) define aging as the increase of the soil friction angle at a constant effective stress over time, similar to the one of the secondary
compression after primary consolidation is finished. However, it is also known that the two phenomena happen almost at the same time.
Increase in pile capacity after initial driving was well
observed in clays and sands over decades. This phenomenon is definitely favorable to engineering designs such as in
many important practical implications, regarding testing

methods, during the programming of foundation
construction and for the reassessment of existing driven
pile capacities. Studies related to pile setup have been developed in the field (e.g. Fellenius et al., 1989; Axelsson,
1998; Bullock et al., 2005a; Lee et al., 2010; Ng et al.,
2013a; Attar & Fakharian, 2013) and in scale models from
laboratory tests (e.g. Lim & Lehane, 2014; Rimoy et al.,
2015; Afshin & Rayhani, 2015). Although literature provides knowledge regarding the subject of the pile setup
phenomenon, the complete contributing mechanisms to the
setup are not well understood.
Nevertheless, it is known that the setup phenomenon
is related to the disturbance caused by pile installations
such as buried, monotonically jacked and driven piles,
where displacement piles had larger shaft capacity gains
along time (e.g. Afshin & Rayhani, 2015). In addition,
higher stress level (s’v - confining vertical effective stress)
appears as an important factor in the occurrence of resistance gains along time (e.g. Lim & Lehane, 2014). The
most part of the engineers do not attempt to assess setup
during construction (Bullock, 2008).
The evaluation of pile resistance over time can be
achieved by restriking the pile at different times using the
tool of dynamic load tests used for foundation control (e.g.
York et al., 1994; Hussein & Likins, 1995; Axelsson, 1998;
Chow et al., 1998; Axelsson & Westin, 2000; Tan et al.,
2004; Yan & Yuen, 2010; Lee et al., 2010; Ng et al., 2013a;
Attar & Fakharian, 2013; Afshin & Rayhani, 2015). The
dynamic load test is a high strain dynamic test used to assess the bearing capacity of a pile (shaft and tip) by applying a dynamic load at its top (a falling mass) while recording acceleration and strain near its head. Additionally, this
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test provides the assessment of time dependent soil strength
changes, determining dynamic pile stresses under hammer
impacts, pile structural integrity and investigating hammer
and driving system performance (Hussein et al., 1993b).
In order to contribute to a better understanding of
high strain dynamic testing of driven pile shafts, this paper
describes the results of the research about the behaviour of
precast prestressed concrete pile regarding the increase of
its capacity over time (setup effects), at Guabirotuba Geological Formation in the State of Paraná, south of Brazil,
which is in progress at the experimentation site of the Federal University of Paraná - UFPR.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Geotechnical experimental field
The Geotechnical Experimentation Site of the UFPR
is located at the Polytechnic Center Campus in Curitiba,
Brazil. One of the reasons for choosing this particular site
was because its stratigraphy and soil properties have been
extensively studied and are very well documented (e.g.
Salamuni, 1998; Chamecki et al., 1998; Kormann, 1999;
Negro et al., 2012). The natural soil belongs to the tertiary
Guabirotuba Geological Formation. Overconsolidated silty
clays and clayey silts with high plasticity are soils commonly present in this sedimentary formation. Polished and
shiny surfaces are commonly seen in the clayey soil mass.
These slickensides follow a pattern of difficult identification. Well defined tectonic structures are also present. Lenses of sands, rich in feldspar, frequently occur inside the
clayey mass. Some conglomerate and carbonate deposits
may occur at specific sites.
Two Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) and two Cone
Penetration Tests (CPTU) were performed in the area very
close to this pile location (Kormann, 2002). The clay soil,
typical of the Guabirotuba Geological Formation, is present
until approximately 5.0 m of depth in red or variegated
shades, which are usually associated with weathering.
These layers have a soft to stiff consistency. Below them
and until the end of the SPT boring, there are gray clay materials of hard and stiff consistency. Quartz and feldspar
grains are disseminated in the silty-clay matrix. The occasional presence of sand is a characteristic of the area of
study. Water table is located at about 2.0 m of depth. Between 5.0 and 7.0 m of depth, a tougher layer is evidenced
by the cone tip resistance that exceeds 10 MPa. SPT also
accuses a greater number of blows in this region. In general,
remarkably high pore pressures were generated during cone
penetration. Figures 1 and 2 show the geotechnical profiles
by SPT and CPTU, respectively.
2.2. Precast prestressed concrete pile
The pile installed and tested is a precast prestressed
concrete pile, with a square and solid section of 0.26 x
0.26 m, having no seams. Total pile length is 10 m and
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length inside ground is equal to 9 m. The driven system
used had a free-fall hammer with a drop height of 0.60 m
and weight of 29.4 kN. Figure 3 displays the driven pile record, where the number of blows indicated is the mean for
every 0.50 m of pile penetration.
An analysis of Fig. 3 shows that, between 5.0 m and
7.0 m of penetration, the number of blows increased. This
behaviour is compatible with the geotechnical investigation
data (in particular SPT-7 and CPTU-8), which accused
greater resistance in this region.
After penetration reached 6.0 m, the installation of the
instrumentation was executed. It consisted of fixing a specific pair of strain transducers and a pair of accelerometers,
positioned at 0.60 m from the top of the pile. Sensor pairs
were installed diametrically opposite one another, aiming
to compensate the bending effect on the pile, which tends to
occur when hammer blows are applied. For every blow,
sensors data were processed in the field by the Case Method
(e.g. Goble & Hussein, 1994), providing signals representing the change in intensity force obtained from the measured strain and velocity, integrated from the acceleration
data at pile length along time. These signals were monitored and stored using a Pile Driven Analyzer® (PDA), a
data logger equipped with a memory card. The Case Method is based on simplified pile and soil behaviour assumptions (free end and plastic soil), resulting in a closed form
solution related to the impact and its reflection from the tip,
by using the wave propagation theory (Paikowski et al.,
2004).
During penetration between 6.0 m and 9.0 m, the
maximum average axial compression at the instrumentation level (CSX) ranged from 8.0 to 10.0 MPa. Maximum
tensile stress below the sensors (TSX) reached 2.6 MPa.
These stress levels are acceptable, since the pile structural
resistance is greater than that.
2.3. Dynamic load tests
Dynamic load tests were performed at four distinct
events. The first immediately after installation, the second
after 113.5 h (4.7 days), the third after 228 h (12 days) and
the fourth and last one at 2342 days (6.4 years) after installation. The procedure of increasing dropping hammer
heights was applied (Aoki, 1989). For the three first tests a
hammer with weight of 29.4 kN was used. For the last dynamic test a hammer with weight of 22.6 kN was available.
In spite of the fact a distinct hammer was used in the fourth
test, the data assessment provided in the following paragraphs will present evidences that full soil resistances were
mobilized in all restrikes. In such case, the use of a lighter
hammer in the fourth test does not affect the interpretation.
During the first test, the pile received 7 blows, at
heights of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 m. At the second test, the pile received 6 blows, at heights between 0.2
and 1.2 m. In the third test, the pile received 11 blows, at
heights between 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 (twice), 1.2, 1.4, 1.6,
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Figure 1 - Geotechnical profiles by SPT.

1.8 and 2.0 m. At the last test, the pile received 5 blows, at
heights between 0.2 and 1.0 m.
The set (permanent vertical displacement or penetration of the pile and plastic deformation of the soil) and the
rebound (elastic compression of the driving head, pile and
soil) resulting from the hammer impact at the pile top were
recorded for all blows (as executed during pile installation)
and signals from sensors were monitored and stored using
the Pile Driven Analyzer® (PDA) for all tests.
Figure 4 illustrates the signals monitored in dynamic
load tests. The solid line represents force and the dashed
line corresponds to the velocity multiplied by impedance
along time. This representative figure refers to the second
dynamic load test after 113.5 h (4.7 days) of pile installation (end of driving - EOD), blow number four and drop
height equal to 0.80 m.
For all tests, pile length under sensors (L) is equal to
9.40 m and the time required for the wave of the hammer
impact to spread until the tip of the pile and return to the top

Soils and Rocks, São Paulo, 40(1): 17-30, January-April, 2017.

(2 L/c, where c is the wave travel velocity) is equal to
5.7 ms.
For concrete piles PDI (2003) states that the wave
propagation velocity (WS) must be determined for each
pile. It can be determined during driving, if wave up indicates some tension reflection (local “valley” in wave up at
2 L/c). With this type of WS determination, the variability in
pile properties and the degradation of pile material during
repeated hammer blows are considered.
ASTM D4945 (2012) recommends that the wave velocity for concrete piles would preferably be determined
from an early impact event if a tensile reflection from the
pile toe is clearly identified.
Therefore, for all tests, the wave propagation velocity
(WS) equal to 3300 m/s (e.g. Hussein et al., 1993a; Kormann, 2002; Robinson & Iskander, 2008) was measured on
the basis of the ascending wave (wave-up), looking to identify tension reflections during the time corresponding to the
pile tip response.
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Figure 2 - Geotechnical profiles by CPTU.

Wave propagation velocity is used to calculate the dynamic elastic modulus (EM), which according to the onedimensional wave propagation theory is given by concrete
pile density multiplied by the squared wave propagation
velocity (r x WS2). Considering concrete pile density as
3
equal to 24.5 kN/m (e.g., Kormann, 2002; PDI, 2003; Robinson & Iskander, 2008; Cintra et al., 2014), the EM obtained was approximately equal to 27 GPa.
During dynamic load tests, compressive and tensile
stresses were controlled, in order to prevent damage to the
pile. The maximum values for compressive stress (CSX)
were obtained at the third test, being equal to 18.5 MPa and
for traction stress (TSX) the value was equal to 2.6 MPa, at
the fourth test.
The ratio between nominal energy and measured energy, which quantifies efficiency of the hammer, ranged
from 11.9% to 35.7%, increasing as the drop height increases. Minimum and maximum values were obtained at
the third test.
Table 1 displays the number of blows, drop heights,
EMX (measured energy), RMX (total capacity calculated
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by Case Method), set and rebound for each dynamic load
test.
Figure 5 shows the RMX vs. EMX curve of each test.
The shape of the curves indicates that the full capacity of
the pile was mobilized since after the RMX value reached a
peak there wasn’t further growth of the mobilized load capacity as a function of energy increase. From Table 1, it can
be seen that after the peak value, the pile starts to penetrate
in the soil with high sets and almost constant rebounds, indicating that soil-pile failure was achieved.
The increase of the maximum value of RMX along
the tests clearly indicates that the pile load capacity experienced an increase along time.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Predicted results
The predicted results of pile load capacity were calculated by selecting some semi empirical methods, routinely
applied, which are based on field investigation tests (SPT
and CPTU), such as Aoki & Velloso (1975, 1985, 1996),
Philipponnat (1979), Bustamante & Gianeselli (1982),
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method applied. Furthermore, it can be seen that shaft friction contributes most to this wide range. The dispersion can
be associated with the empirical factors (related to the soil
and pile type, for example) considered in the load capacity
predictions, which are influenced by the local geology, regional constructive and field tests practices from the database that was considered in the establishment of the
method.
3.2. Measured results
In order to evaluate the mobilized resistance in four
dynamic load test events, signals previously selected were
submitted to conventional analysis using CAPWAP (CAse
Pile Wave Analysis Program). This type of analysis is an iterative process that uses the wave propagation theory involving signals of force or velocity measured in the field as
a boundary condition to match a curve modelled by soil parameters like: static resistance and its distribution along the
pile shaft and under its tip and dynamic parameters of the
pile and of the ground. Additionally, these analyses simulate the top and tip static load-displacement relationships
(e.g. Likins et al., 1992; Hussein & Likins, 1995).

Figure 3 - Driven pile record.

Figure 4 - Example of force and velocity signals multiplied by impedance along time.

Décourt & Quaresma (1978) and Amaral et al. (1999), according to Kormann et al. (2000). The number of blows of
SPT was the mean of the two available tests. Tip resistance
(qc) and lateral friction resistance (fs) of the employed
CPTU values came from interpreting the chart in Fig. 2 regarding CPTU-8.
Data in Table 2 show a significant dispersion, suggesting the pile ultimate load capacity ranging between
567 kN and 1033 kN, depending on the semi empirical
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The study using the numerical analysis CAPWAP included the four final blows from the first test as well as
three, four and two blows from the second, third and fourth
tests, respectively. The selected values are justified by the
higher total resistance (RMX) mobilized at the field for a
specific blow (e.g. Fellenius et al., 1989) obtained by data
generated in the Case Method data processor. A reduction
in impedance was evidenced by the velocity signal being
above the force signal at approximately two and three meters below the pile top, for all tests (Fig. 4). This reduction
was modelled with slacks and impedance adjustments. Results of the analysis are summarized in Table 3.
The elastic deformation of the soil along the pile shaft
(shaft quake - Qs) did not show a clear behaviour when
comparing all blows and tests (e.g. Alves et al., 2009).
However, the elastic deformation of the soil at the pile tip
(toe quake - Qt) showed a clear increase as the drop height
of the hammer was increased. Additionally, it could be observed that toe quake values were close to the set values obtained for a specific blow. The high values obtained for the
elastic deformation of the soil at the pile tip (toe quake) can
be associated with the resilient behaviour (e.g. Aoki &
Alonso, 1992), as well as with the pile being re-driven into
the soil.
Comparing the blows with the same level of measured energy (EMX), it can be seen that the toe quake of the
re-driven pile tended to be lower than that measured at the
end of the first test. For example, the fourth blow of the
three initial tests (EMX ranges between 5.80 kNm to
7.50 kNm) and the fifth blow of the last test (EMX equals to
6.67 kNm) present decreasing toe quake values, to be specific: 11.16, 5.34, 4.87 and 4.75 mm.
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Table 1 - Four dynamic load test records.
Test
End of driving (EOD)

Restrike after 113.5 h (4.7 days)

Restrike after 288 h (12 days)

Restrike after 2342 h (6.4 years)

Blow

Drop height (cm)

EMX (kNm)

RMX (kN)

Set (mm)

Rebound (mm)

1

20

0.8

405

1.0

2.0

2

40

2.4

550

2.0

2.0

3

60

4.3

570

5.0

3.0

4

80

7.5

605

11.0

4.0

5

100

9.4

597

13.0

4.0

6

120

11.1

618

15.0

4.0

7

140

13.5

604

20.0

5.0

1

20

0.9

504

1.0

3.0

2

40

2.2

732

1.0

4.0

3

60

3.4

778

2.0

4.0

4

80

6.0

796

5.0

5.0

5

100

8.4

799

8.0

5.0

6

120

11.3

794

12.0

4.0

1

20

0.7

469

1.0

3.0

2

40

1.9

709

1.0

4.0

3

60

2.9

791

1.0

5.0

4

80

5.8

826

4.0

5.0

5

100

8.5

838

8.0

4.0

6

100

8.4

836

10.0

-

7

120

10.7

848

12.0

-

8

140

12.9

835

13.5

-

9

160

16.1

845

17.0

-

10

180

17.8

855

20.0

-

11

200

21.0

860

22.0

-

1

20

0.71

542

0.0

2.0

2

30

1.48

748

0.0

4.0

3

60

2.59

945

0.5

4.5

4

80

4.42

1023

2.5

3.5

5

100

6.67

984

4.0

4.0

According to Smith (1960), soil quake is defined as
the maximum elastic soil deformation. Therefore, a reduction in toe quake means a gain in tip stiffness. This behaviour was more pronounced between the first and the second
tests, when tip resistance gain was 22% (from 337 to
412 kN). Among the other events (second, third and fourth
tests), the reduction of its elastic limit was attenuated, as it
also was for the set, reflecting in closer tip resistance values, specifically: 412, 402 and 399 kN, respectively. The
decrease of stiffness gain and the small decreasing tendency of tip resistance observed in the last three tests suggests a stabilization behaviour at the tip.
Viscous forces which are function of velocity also resist pile penetration (PDI, 2006). Damping factors (shaft
and toe damping) represent the dynamic component of the
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soil’s resistance. The results from CAPWAP analysis for
shaft damping (Js) and toe damping (Jb) did not show a
clear behaviour (e.g. Paikowski & Chernauskas, 1996), the
same happening with the shaft quake (e.g. Alves et al.,
2009). The model that was best adjusted to the signals was
Smith’s damping, for both moments: before and after the
full mobilization of the pile tip resistance. This model
yields good results in soils with high values of toe quake.
The Case Method damping factor (Jc) values, obtained by correlation with results from CAPWAP analysis,
exhibited a small dispersion, as can be seen in Table 3 (last
column). The mean values were equal to 0.61, 0.64, 0.56
and 0.64 for the first, second, third and fourth tests, respectively.
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Table 2 - Predicted pile load capacity from semi empirical methods (Kormann et al., 2000).
Author

Field test

Ultimate load capacity (kN)
Shaft

Tip

Total

Aoki & Velloso (1975)*

CPT

530

250

780

Aoki & Velloso (1985, 1996)*

CPT

700

333

1033

Philipponnat (1979)**

CPT

748

208

956

Bustamante & Gianeselli (1982)**

CPT

375

192

567

Aoki & Velloso (1975)*

SPT

390

230

620

Aoki & Velloso (1985, 1996)*

SPT

520

300

820

Décourt & Quaresma (1978)**

SPT

455

218

673

Amaral et al. (1999)

SPT

578

292

870

Mean

-

537

253

790

Standard deviation

-

135

50

163

*apud Cintra & Aoki (1999) **apud Décourt (1996).

Figure 5 - RMX vs. EMX curves.

Results from the analysis showed a significant resistance mobilized at all four dynamic load test events. Blows
related with higher total resistance (RMX) from Table 1
(fifth column), were selected and analyzed using the
CAPWAP program (Table 3), and did not accuse an increase in mobilized load capacity within the same event.
At the first test, the full mobilized resistance occurred
at blows 6 and 7, because of the higher and constant values
obtained, such as 615 and 618 kN, with mean value equal to
616 kN. At the second test, the full resistance was mobilized at blows 4, 5 and 6, with values equal to 784, 750 and
767 kN and mean value equal to 767 kN. From these two
tests an increase around 24.5% in total pile capacity along
time (113.5 h = 4.7 days) can be noted. At the third test,
blows 4 to 8 were considered as achieving the full mobilized resistance, having values equal to 824, 819, 820, 825
and 833 kN, with mean value equal to 824 kN for total pile
capacity. Comparing the first test with this third test, the increase in total pile capacity along time (228 h = 12 days)
was equal to 33.8%. At the fourth test, the blows considered
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were numbers 4 and 5, with values equal to 966 and 925 kN
and average value equal to 945 kN for total pile capacity.
Comparing one more time the first test with this fourth test,
the increase of total pile capacity along time (2342 days
» 6.4 years) was around 53.5%.
The evolution of the total mobilized pile resistance
over time can be seen in Fig. 6, where the pile shaft resistance and the mobilized tip resistance are also plotted. The
plotted values are the mean of blows in which a full mobilization of resistance was considered. Figure 6 shows that the
increase in total pile capacity was more expressive at the
beginning (first days after pile driving), being equal to
24.5% during the first 4.7 days after EOD. Comparing the
second test with the third test, the increase in total pile capacity along time was equal to 7.4% during the next 7.3
days. Then, comparing the third test with the fourth test, the
increase in total pile capacity along time was equal to
14.7% during the following 2330 days » 6.4 years.
The trend of the available data suggests that pile load
(shaft and total) capacity was not yet stabilized along time
at the moment of the last test. However, such behaviour
cannot be confirmed due the significant time gap (in excess
of 6 years) between the third and the fourth restrike.
Analyzing the increase of the resistance between
tests, it can be seen that it is important to wait a minimum
time before the installation of the pile to provide better information relating to the maximum available load capacity.
Although, ASTM D4945 (2012) doesn’t mention a
specific waiting time, it recognizes that one of the factors
that may affect the axial static capacity estimated from dynamic tests include the elapsed time since initial installation. Moreover, it states that if the test results are used for
static capacity computations, dynamic measurements
should (also) be performed during restrikes of the deep
foundation, after waiting a period of time following the ini-
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Table 3 - Results from CAPWAP analysis.
Test
1

2

3

4

Blow

Shaft resistance Tip resistance
(kN)
(kN)

Total mobilized
resistance (kN)

Js (s/m)

Jt (s/m)

Qs (mm)

Qt (mm)

Jc

0.567

0.90

11.16

0.76

4

218

336

554

0.476

5

276

294

570

0.429

0.35

2.26

12.57

0.67

6

284

331

615

0.334

0.399

1.31

15.54

0.53

7

275

343

618

0.081

0.561

1.57

19.74

0.48

4

336

448

784

0.732

0.385

1.00

5.34

0.60

5

403

347

750

0.54

0.367

1.00

8.40

0.68

6

325

443

767

0.531

0.170

1.00

11.3

0.66

4

472

352

824

0.703

0.128

0.87

4.87

0.52

5

438

381

819

0.432

0.247

1.00

8.40

0.60

6

466

354

820

0.365

0.239

0.97

8.41

0.62

7

366

459

825

0.494

0.208

1.00

10.76

0.56

8

369

464

833

0.359

0.280

1.00

12.57

0.53

4

566

400

966

1.019

0.499

2.04

2.50

0.64

5

526

399

925

0.490

0.528

2.47

4.75

0.65

tial installation sufficient to allow pore water pressure and
soil strength changes to occur.
Pile Driving Contractors Association (2007) suggests
the following minimum often used times between end of
drive and restrike test: 1 day for piles in clean sands, 2 days
for piles in silty sands, 3 to 5 days for piles in sandy silts, 7
days for piles in shales and 7 to 14 days for piles in silts and
clays (longer times sometimes required). From the present
case study, the significant increase in the load capacity until
12 days lends support to the waiting time suggested for
piles in silts and clays.
In Fig. 6, the increase in total pile and shaft capacity
along time showed to have an almost linear behaviour, because of the logarithmic scale used for time. Other authors
found a similar behaviour in their graphic plots of field

tests of piles, when performing the setup evaluation (e.g.
Bullock et al., 2005a; Fellenius, 2008; Doherty & Gavin,
2013).
3.3. Side shear role on pile setup
Assessing the shaft resistance of the pile, an increase
along time in those values from 279 to 354 kN is observed
between the first and the second test, and from 422 to
546 kN between the third and the fourth test. At the first
test, shaft resistance corresponded to 45% of the total capacity. At the second test it corresponded to 46% and at the
third test it corresponded to 51%. In the last test, shaft resistance corresponded to 58% of total capacity. Therefore, an
increase in shaft resistance along time can be observed. In
contrast, pile tip resistance tends to stabilize over time
(Fig. 7).
According to Lee et al. (2010), the major component
of the pile bearing capacity gain along time is the gain in
shaft resistance. Ng et al. (2013a) visualized the effects of
setup along the pile shaft and at the pile toe in cohesive soils
from field tests, with setup influencing the shaft resistance
more than the end bearing did. Komurka & Wagner (2003),
Bullock et al. (2005a, b) and Attar & Fakharian (2013) also
observed the increase of capacity along time, mainly in
shaft resistance.

Figure 6 - Increasing pile capacity along time using log scale for
time.
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In Fig. 7, the increasing pile shaft resistance along
time vs. depth is displayed. As it is possible to see, this behaviour is compatible with the geotechnical investigation
data (Figs. 1 and 2) and with the driven pile record (Fig.
3), which accused greater resistance with increased depth.
Other authors found a similar behaviour in their graphic
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ock et al. (2005a, b), Lee et al. (2010), Ng et al. (2013a),
Attar & Fakharian (2013), Lim & Lehane (2014).
3.4. Logarithmic trend for pile setup

Figure 7 - Increasing pile shaft resistance along time.

In agreement with Komurka & Wagner (2003), Lee et
al. (2010), Steward & Wang (2011), Ng et al. (2013b),
Afshin & Rayhani (2015) several empirical equations have
also been proposed to quantify the magnitude of the pile
setup. The most popular one was proposed by Skov & Denver (1988), who introduced a linear relationship between
the logarithm of time vs. the pile setup. The equation is
based on four case histories of dynamic and static load testing in driven piles on different types of soil, including clay,
where the estimated pile capacity (Rt) at different elapsed
times (t) is obtained from the pile capacity (REDO) at the end
of driving - EOD (tEDO).
æ Rt
ç
çR
è EDO

ö
æ t
÷ = A log10 ç
÷
çt
ø
è EDO

ö
÷ +1
÷
ø

plots, such as Gonçalves et al. (2007) and Lee et al.
(2010).
According to Basu et al. (2014), based on results from
one dimensional finite-element analysis (FEAs), setup factors (Fs) were observed to increase with time after pile installation and depend on both s’v (confining vertical
effective stress) and OCR (overconsolidation ratio). Fs is
defined as the ratio between the shaft resistance of the displacement pile available at any particular time t after pile
installation and the shaft resistance of the pile immediately
after its installation (end of driving - EOD).
Setup factors (Fs) for shaft resistance were approximately equal to 1.0, 1.3, 1.5 and 2.0 respectively for the
first, second, third and fourth average data of dynamic load
test results, clearly showing the setup on the pile, as shown
in Fig. 8. In this picture are also plotted the normalized results for total resistance over time, with ratios equal to 1.0,
1.2, 1.3 and 1.5, respectively for the first, second, third and
fourth means of dynamic load test events. Other authors
found similar behaviour in their graphic plots, such as Bull-

According to Attar & Fakharian (2013), in the past,
setup effects were attributed to both tip and shaft resistances and the total capacity would have been considered in
the relation between Rt and REDO, but recent studies have attributed the setup to shaft capacity and stated that effects on
the tip are not significant (e.g. Bullock et al., 2005a, b; Attar & Fakharian, 2013). Parameter A is the slope of the line,
so the higher this value is, the more vertical is the line and
the greater the gain of resistance along time also is. This parameter is closely related to the properties of the soil where
the pile was installed. For instance, the soil could be clay,
silty or sandy soil, the field can be layered or not, naturally
or not cemented, normally consolidated or overconsolidated, with or without the presence of water level. But not
only are soil properties relevant, the period of time of the
pile setup observation also has an important contribution to
parameter A because, at shorter periods of time, piles usu-

Figure 8 - Normalized total and shaft resistances along time at log
scale.

Figure 9 - Linear best fits of normalized pile resistances (Rt/REDO)
as a function of normalized logarithmic time log10(t/tEDO).
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ally increase their capacity faster than at longer periods of
time, therefore, parameter A changes value.
Different authors present diverse values for parameter A, ranging from 0.1 until 0.6 and different values for the
time at the end of driving - EOD (tEDO), ranging from 0.01
until 100 days (e.g. Komurka & Wagner, 2003; Bullock et
al., 2005a, b; Fellenius, 2008; Lee et al., 2010; Steward &
Wang, 2011; Doherty & Gavin, 2013; Ng et al., 2013a, b;
Attar & Fakharian, 2013; Afshin & Rayhani, 2015).
In this paper, it was considered tEDO = 0.1 day, because
this showed to be the best agreement of both shaft and total
normalized pile capacity (Rt/REDO) vs. normalized time at
log10(t/tEDO). This was confirmed by the coefficients of de2
termination (R ) as shown in Fig. 9, being in the range between 0.975 and 0.957. Parameter A ranged between 0.217
and 0.131 for shaft and total pile capacity, respectively. The
greater value of the parameter A of shaft capacity comparing with parameter A of total pile capacity can be explained
by a likely trend to negative pore pressure generation during shear at the pile tip, normally associated to highly
overconsolidated clays. This trend could imply a less pronounced increase of end bearing resistance over time.
In order to have a better idea about the driven pile
setup in the Geotechnical Experimentation Site at UFPR,
the mean pile setup measured during this study was compared to those proposed for piles driven in clay, according
to results reported by Bullock et al. (2005a) and Afshin &
Rayhani (2015). In comparison with previous research, the
average setup presented in this study exhibits a slightly
smaller rate over shorter and longer periods of time. Therefore, parameter A is smaller. Anyway, the results from this
study, in a normalized capacity vs. time trend curve,
showed to be consistent with the response observed from a
wider database of pile tests in clay compiled from the literature.
The most similar results are from field tests obtained
from static and dynamic load tests as well as from tests using o-cell, for example:
i) Bullock et al. (2005a) performed tests in the coastal plain
soils of Florida on different places. Testing sites varied widely, from shelly and silty sands to moderately
plastic clays, in prestressed concrete piles (Amean = 0.22
for pile side shear, t0 = 1 day and tmax = 1727 days = 4.7
years);
ii) Doherty & Gavin (2013), in the research field located at
Belfast harbor, composed by soft clay, on driven concrete piles (A = 0.26 for pile side shear and 0.25 for
pile total capacity, t0 = 100 days and tmax = 3683 days
= 10 years);
iii) Ng et al. (2013a,b), on layered cohesive soil, in the state
of Iowa, varying from normally consolidated to slightly overconsolidated, in steel piles (Amean = 0.11 for pile
resistance, t0 = 0.001 day and tmax = 36 days);
iv) Attar & Fakharian (2013), in layered soil deposited in
marine conditions, on prestressed concrete driven pi-
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les (A = 0.32 for shaft resistance, t0 = 0.01 day and
tmax = 574 days).
The parameters comprising the equation as well as the
equation itself that was proposed to quantify the magnitude
of the pile setup, with a linear relationship between the logarithm of time and the pile resistance, showed to be simple
and consistent with the database from literature above and
with results from this research for both total and shaft pile
capacity.
3.5. Simulations of static load tests
The simulations of static load tests from the four dynamic load tests are displayed in Fig. 10. They were obtained from CAPWAP program. Analyzing the curves load
vs. displacement it is possible to conclude that:
i) As time progresses, comparing all four events, the end
portion of the curves goes to the right (higher value of
load), something expected given the phenomenon of
setup. This behaviour is mainly due to the recovery of
the lateral friction;
ii) The rigidity of the first straight stretch (inclination) of
the curves changed from the first to the last event, the
changes being more pronounced when the first and the
second events are analyzed. When the third and the
fourth events are observed, the increase of rigidity
tends to be smaller. This observation can also be associated with the increase of pile shaft resistance over
time;
iii) The rigidity of the second straight stretch (inclination)
of the curves also changed from the first to the last
event, the changes being more pronounced when the
first and the second events are analyzed. When the
third and the fourth events are observed, the increase
of rigidity tends to be smaller. At this time, this observation can be associated with the mobilization of pile
tip resistance and the increase stabilizes along time;
iv) There is a clear trend of increasing the second straight
stretch of the curves as the drop height of the hammer
increases. Such behaviour is caused by the analyzed
blows, which tend to mobilize similar total pile capacities, but as the drop height of the hammer increases
(increasing the energy) the toe quake also increases.
3.6. Predicted vs. measured pile capacity
Comparing the results predicted for shaft resistance
with the measured results of all four dynamic load tests, it
can be concluded that the predicted results showed to be optimistic for the first (EOD) and second (4.7 days) events. In
these cases, the predicted value for shaft resistance closest
to the measured value refers to Bustamante & Gianeselli
(1982) method from CPT. For the third event (12 days), the
predicted values by Aoki & Velloso (1975) and Décourt &
Quaresma (1978) methods, both from SPT, were the closest. Finally, for the fourth event (6.4 years), the closest
value was predicted by Aoki & Velloso (1975) method
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Figure 10 - Simulations of static load tests using CAPWAP program.

from CPT and Aoki & Velloso (1985, 1996) method from
SPT.
For tip resistance, the predicted values were lower
than the measured results in all tests. The value predicted by
Aoki & Velloso (1985, 1996) method from CPT was the
closest to the value measured in the first event (EOD), as
well as, it was for the results of the other events, in which
the tip resistance reached the stabilization.
For pile total capacity, the predicted values from
Bustamante & Gianeselli (1982) method from CPT and
Aoki & Velloso (1975) from SPT were closer to the measured results for the first (EOD) event. Aoki & Velloso
(1975) method from CPT achieved the closest value for the
second (4.7 days) event. Aoki & Velloso (1985, 1996)
method from SPT reached the closest value for the third
event (12 days). To close, Philipponnat (1979) from CPT
data obtained the nearest value for the fourth event (6.4
years).
Since the semi empirical methods presented scattered
results, the dynamic load test showed to be an useful procedure in the load capacity assessment. Additionally, it
showed to be a proper tool for assessing setup. In this way,
as Bullock (2008) pointed out, later restrikes tend to provide greater reliability for setup trend analysis.
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4. Conclusions
This paper investigated the setup behaviour of a
driven pile with the use of dynamic load tests during almost
seven years. The study focused on one prestressed concrete
pile, installed in a stiff clay experimentation site. It is important to note that a single precast pile element was available for testing. Thus, caution is required in any extrapolation of the procedures or results here described due the lack
of a broader statistical significance. Indeed, the conclusions
do not apply to other pile types than driven piles.
The results indicated that the shaft resistance increased around 95% and the tip resistance tended to remain
stable during the period of testing. The total pile capacity
increased approximately 53%. In addition, it could be noted
that the increase in pile total capacity was more expressive
at the early stages (first days after pile driving). This evidence supports the need for a minimum rest time after pile
installation for the acquisition of more reliable information
related to the maximum available load capacity.
A linear, normalized, capacity vs. time at logarithmic
rate relationship was established to quantify the pile setup
process, with tEDO equal to 0.1 day and parameter A equal to
0.217 and 0.131 for shaft and total pile capacity respec-
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tively, which showed to be in agreement with the literature
database.
In conclusion, the positive effect of the setup when incorporated into a reliability-based framework highlights its
potential benefit for the design processes of driven pile
foundations.
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Study of the Shear Strength of a Tropical Soil
with Grass Roots
M.I. Miranda Neto, C.F. Mahler
Abstract. The role of roots in shear strength has been a matter of research and also uncertainties. An investigation was
conducted to identify and quantify the contribution of the roots of vetiver grass (Chrysopogon zizanioides) to the shear
strength of soils, by means of triaxial testing. Samples were prepared from 4-inch PVC pipe molds, where tropical soil was
compacted and specimens of vetiver seedlings, obtained by tillering, were grown. After 24 months of growth, from each
mold of the mature vetiver grass it was possible to get at least four samples with roots inside. Similar samples of the same
soil without vetiver grass were submitted to triaxial tests to determine shear strength of soil alone. Confining pressure
ranging from 25 to 200 kPa was used in triaxial extension drained tests to determine a Mohr-Coulomb envelope. The shear
strength parameters of soil without roots, cohesion intercept and friction angle were respectively 13 kPa and 34°, and the
Mohr-Coulomb envelope of the soil with vetiver roots showed a bilinear shape with cohesion and friction angle,
respectively, of 17 kPa and 59° for confining pressure below 75 kPa and 22 kPa and 33° for confining pressure above 75
kPa. So an increase in shear strength was obtained, because the roots acted to reinforce the soil mass. Triaxial compression
tests were conducted in the same soil with and without roots and no significant increase in resistance was observed. The
result was observed due to a vertical spread of roots, since any reinforcement in the same direction of the compressive force
does not contribute to increase the strength. In conclusion, for extensional stress above 75 kPa confining pressure, the
friction angle was the same as that of the soil without roots, although the intercept of cohesion was larger. Below 75 kPa,
the soil showed a very large apparent friction angle due to the roots. Therefore, vetiver roots increase the shear strength in
soils under extensional loadings.
Keywords: soil reinforced, soil stabilization, vetiver grass, triaxial extension test, tropical soil strength parameters,
bioengineering.

1. Introduction
Many contributions have been made in recent decades to improve knowledge about the behavior of soil reinforced with metal or synthetic or natural fibers such as
roots, subjected to direct shear or triaxial compression tests.
One of the pioneering studies in this respect was performed
by Gray & Ohashi (1983). They concluded that the main
role of fibers is to increase the soil shear strength, and that a
confining pressure exists below which the fiber has a tendency of be pulled out of the soil. Later, Gray & Al-Refeai
(1986) indicated that rougher fibers tend to be more effective in increasing the shear strength and Maher & Gray
(1990) showed that bilinear shearing envelopes of reinforced soils have a breaking point, named the critical confining pressure, below which the reinforcement tends to be
pulled out.
After Gray & Ohashi (1983), other researchers (Michalowski & Zhao, 1996; Zornberg, 2002; Michalowski &
Cermák, 2003; Heineck & Consoli, 2004; Gao & Zhao,
2013) have carried out theoretical studies to develop predictive models of the improvement of shear strength due to
the addition of fibers in the soil. Some researchers have fo-

cused on the behavior of the addition of discrete randomly
distributed synthetic fibers (Freitag, 1986; Feuerharmel,
2000; Casagrande, 2001; Casagrande & Consoli, 2002;
Heineck et al., 2005; Casagrande, 2005; Consoli et al.,
2007; Sadek et al., 2010; Palacios, 2012), fibers and cement
(Consoli et al., 1998), or natural fibers from vetiver roots
(Focks, 2006; Barbosa, 2012).
This study is another contribution to knowledge of
the behavior of reinforced soil. This article examines the
behavior of a tropical soil with natural inclusion of vetiver
grass roots subjected to extensional forces. Since the roots’
preferential direction is vertical, it is expected that soil reinforced with predominantly vertical roots subjected to triaxial compression tests should behave differently than
reinforced soil under triaxial extension tests. Therefore,
given that the root system is predominantly vertical, the extension test would better simulate the role of the roots in the
reinforcement of the soil than compression tests since they
would not be subject to buckling. In geotechnics, the axial
extension would be, for example, an unloading by excavation and the lateral extension would be from passive earth
pressure by jack reaction or earthquake.
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The main objective is to evaluate the contribution of
vetiver roots on the shear strength of a tropical soil, especially through triaxial extension tests.
The use of natural fibers such as plant roots as reinforcement inclusions in soil, particularly for slope stabilization, has been proposed as an effective bioengineering
method. However, solutions involving plants usually face
problems such as the range of the root system, the low
growth rate of the plant until the root system reaches maturity, the susceptibility of the plants to damage such as fire,
drought and vandalism, and also the introduction of alien
species in the environment, all of which can discourage
their use in engineering projects.
Vetiver grass is well known for its tolerance to aggressive environments and rapid growth rate. Also, its roots
can reach several meters and it is resistant to disease. These
traits have caused its planting to be recommended as an effective method to stabilize slopes (Truong, 2000).
The bioengineering solutions for reestablishing vegetation using grasses are quite effective in erosion control,
but some doubts still exist as to slope protection against
sliding. Knowledge is incomplete about how much increase
in shear strength is provided by the introduction of roots in
the soil. In practical terms, if the shear strength parameters
of a slope reinforced with roots are properly known, the increase in the safety factor can be assessed more accurately.

2. Materials and Methods
This study involved triaxial strength tests on soils
with and without vetiver roots. The insertion of the roots as
reinforcement in the soil was done by growing grass in tubular molds with 98 mm inner diameter and 1.0 m length,
previously filled with compacted soil. Tubes containing
compacted soil without grass were used as controls. Each
tube was prepared with 14 layers of 6 cm soil at 23% average moisture using 11 blows of a 2 kilogram hammer at
50 cm of drop distance. Therefore, to prevent root growth
the compaction energy used in the preparation of samples
3
was 2.3 kg.cm/cm , approximately half of the normal Proctor energy.
The tubular molds made it possible to extract up to
four specimens to perform triaxial tests. These molds had a
5 cm layer of granular base, which functioned as a filter,
buffered with a pierced end cap to allow drainage of water.
The top of the mold had a free edge of about 5 cm to allow a
suitable depth of the water level in irrigation of the crop.
Figure 1 shows the molds with vetiver grass.
The plants were obtained by clump division. Two
clumps of grass generated 20 seedlings, each one planted in
a mold with compacted soil. The molded soil void ratio
ranged from 0.68 to 0.79, dry unit weight ranged from 1.63
to 1.53 g/cm3 and average density of solid constituents was
3
2.75 g/cm . This soil was collected in the alluvial fan resulting from the gully erosion into the mantle of tropical residual/colluvium soil formed by weathering from mica-schists
and gneisses, constituting the geological setting from
Meso/Neoproterozoic era named the Búzios complex in
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Figure 1 - Vetiver grass grown in molds with age of 18 months
(near the second flowering).

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The particle size distribution consisted of 10% gravel, 72% sand, 10% silt and 8% clay. The
cation-exchange capacity was 4.45 cmol/kg, pH = 5.1 and
Ki = 2.05 suggesting a tropical soil. In terms of mineralogy,
the soil contains kaolinite, muscovite, quartz and weathered feldspar. The low amount of clay is related to the
leaching processes in the alluvial fan.
The molds were watered weekly, including those
without vetiver grass, and they were kept in a greenhouse
until the stem of the plant exceeded one meter in height.
Then the molds were left outdoors exposed to the weather,
with continued weekly watering. The vetiver grass was
planted in October 2011 and the first flowering occurred in
July 2012, indicating that the plants had reached maturity.
The first triaxial test was carried out when the specimens
were a little over two years old, and were repeated from
January to December 2014.
The specimens for triaxial tests were extracted from
the base to top of the mold, keeping the plants alive for further withdrawal of samples. Figure 2 shows the sampling
sequence. The tests were performed on the same day of
sampling so that the roots had some vitality when tested. At
the end of the test, the roots were exhumed and their general
condition, mass and moisture were measured along with the
amount of roots with diameter greater than 0.4 mm. The
cross sectional root area was obtained by computing all
roots greater than 0.4 mm in diameter, which accounted for
more than 90% of the total root mass. The fiber area ratio
was defined as the ratio of fiber total cross-sectional area
and sample cross-sectional area.
The drained triaxial compression tests were performed on specimens measuring 98 mm in diameter and
height of approximately 18 cm. The degree of saturation
was checked by pore pressure parameter, B, corresponding
to 0.95, obtained by backpressures of 600 kPa. For confining pressure of 25 kPa the maximum incremental back
pressure was 25 kPa to avoid over consolidation during the
process. For the remaining confining pressures (50, 75,
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3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 - The sampling: (a) cutting the sample; (b) trimming the
roots left out; (c) removing the PVC layer; (d) assembling the
sample in the triaxial cell.

In this work, 31 triaxial extension drained unloading
tests were carried out: 10 tests on samples without roots and
21 tests on samples with roots (two of the samples with
roots were discarded after statistical analysis). Details of
statistical treatment can be found in Miranda Neto (2015).
Also, 21 drained compression triaxial tests were performed: 12 tests on samples without roots and 9 on samples
with roots. Figures 3 and 4 show respectively stress-strain
curves for the extension tests on samples with roots and
without roots.
In the triaxial extension tests, the major principal effective stress (s’1) is the effective confining stress (s’h), the
axial strain by stretching (ea) is negative and the effective
axial stress (s’v) is the minor principal effective stress (s’3).

100, 150 and 200 kPa), the counter pressure increments
were 40 kPa.
The hydrostatic consolidation pressures applied were
25, 50, 75, 100, 150 or 200 kPa, depending on the stress
level of the test. The shear phase consisted in applying axial
loading maintaining pressure in the triaxial cell until rupture, normally characterized by no increment in deviator
stress and in volume change with axial deformation. The
velocity of loading was controlled by strain at a rate of
0.17%/min.
Attempts to run triaxial extension drained loading
tests failed. In this test, after the hydrostatic consolidation,
the loading is applied by increasing the confining pressure
and maintaining the axial stress. This stress path aims to
simulate the jack reaction of an earth support system. The
back-pressures were high, about 600 kPa, to ensure high
degree of saturation, and the long stress path was interrupted before rupture due to reaching the maximum pressure of the triaxial cell. For this reason, triaxial extension
drained unloading tests in the shear phase were performed.
In the triaxial extension drained unloading test, the
saturation and consolidation phase were similar to compression tests. The shear phase was run maintaining the
confining pressure and reducing the axial load until failure.
The sample stretched as a process of extension by excavation. The speed of unloading was initially controlled by the
axial stress, at the ratio of -0.2 kPa/min until the strain rate
reached -0.02%/min. From there on, the unloading control
was by strain ratio of -0.02%/min until failure. The negative sign means axial discharge or extensional displacement. These lower rates in the triaxial extension unloading
tests were obtained experimentally and prevented the top
porous stone from detaching from the sample during the
shear phase.
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Figure 3 - Stress-strain curves of soil with roots for confining
stress from 25 to 200 kPa.

Figure 4 - Stress-strain curves of soil only for confining stress
from 25 to 150 kPa.
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The deviator stress (s’d) is negative both in the loading and
unloading extension tests.
The comparison of the Figs. 3 and 4 for the same
shear stress shows that the soil without roots deformed
more than the soil with roots. On the other hand, for the
same strain, for example 2%, the soil with roots exhibited
shear strength greater than the soil alone. The exception
was for the confining pressure of 25 kPa, when both soils
had similar behavior.
Furthermore, for the soil with roots, when the confining pressure increased, the strain at failure became larger.
The soil under low confining pressure had brittle behavior
and the soil at high confining stress had ductile behavior.
This behavior is similar to that of loose and dense sands described by Lee & Seed (1967), due to the critical confining
pressure and critical void ratio.
The samples of soil with roots had void ratio after
consolidation phase ranging between 0.69 and 0.78. This is
not reason enough to determine such different behavior between samples. Nevertheless, the tests at higher confining
pressures were conducted on samples with smaller void ratios, and to avoid the dilatancy effect on shear strength, the
samples tested at low confining pressures had higher void
ratios.
For soil without roots, with the exception of the sample tested at confining pressure of 25 kPa, whose strain at
failure was 2.5%, the rupture fell between 5 and 6% of axial
strain.
Figure 5 shows that only the samples tested at confining pressure below 75 kPa exhibited a smooth dilatant behavior at shear, despite higher void ratios than samples
tested at confining pressure above 75 kPa.
The data from the triaxial extension drained unloading tests performed on soil samples without roots are represented in the p-q diagram of Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the
results for the soil tests with roots.
Figure 6 establishes a Mohr-Coulomb strength envelope with -12.5 kPa for cohesion intercept and -34.6° for internal friction angle in the soil without roots.

Figure 5 - Volumetric changes of soil with roots for confining
stress from 25 to 200 kPa.
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Figure 6 - Mohr-Coulomb envelope in p-q diagram for soil only.

Figure 7 - Mohr-Coulomb envelope in p-q diagram for soil reinforced with roots.

In the p-q diagram of Fig. 7, the triaxial extension
drained unloading tests performed on samples of soil with
roots showed that above 75 kPa of confining pressure, a
Mohr-Coulomb strength envelope could be modeled with
similar slope to the soil without roots and with linear coefficient of -22.2 kPa, which corresponds to an extrapolation of
the envelope for zero confining pressure, called cohesion
intercept.
Below 75 kPa of confining pressure, an initial segment of the envelope could be modeled with the results of
tests performed at confining pressures of 25, 50 and 75 kPa.
This fitted branch could provide the shear strength parameters, internal friction angle of -59.4° and cohesion intercept
of -16.8 kPa. Therefore, the envelope for the soil with roots
was modeled as bilinear, with change of slope at the confining pressure of 75 kPa.
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The bilinear envelope was reported long ago as a
characteristic of reinforced soil (Gray & Ohashi, 1983,
Gray & Al-Refeai, 1986 and Maher & Gray, 1990). Gray &
Ohashi (1983), by performing direct shear testing on reinforced sands, concluded that the fibers under low confining
pressure tend to be pulled out and the soil exhibits a higher
friction angle. Above a threshold stress, the internal friction
angle of the soil is not affected by the fiber and the envelope
has the same internal friction angle for both the soil alone
and reinforced soil.
For confining pressure above 75 kPa, the friction angle of soil reinforced with roots was the same as soil without reinforcement, although in modeling the Mohr-Coulomb envelope, the cohesion parameter, which corresponds
to the linear coefficient, was different from one sample to
another. In both cases, the cohesion was here taken as a cohesion intercept and not a cementation or real cohesion.
This does not mean that the fibers give cohesion to the soil.
There may be some aggregation, but the envelope model
presented a greater intercept of cohesion for confining pressure above 75 kPa.
Also in the initial portion of the envelope, the soil
with roots presented a friction angle greater than that of the
soil alone. The cohesion intercept of -16.8 kPa for the reinforced soil was slightly different from the value of
-12.5 kPa for soil alone. This difference, although small,
might be due to a cohesive woof formed by the roots.
Miranda Neto (2015) showed that the turning point in
the Mohr-Coulomb envelope for extension tests in soil with
roots occurs at normal stress at failure sN = 5.2 kPa and
shear strength t = -25.6 kPa. For confining pressures
(s’1 = s’h = s’c) of 25, 50 and 75 kPa, the respective minor
main effective stresses (s’v = s’3) are negative and represent a plausible stress state in the triaxial test, but are not
feasible in situ, for example, in case of slope analysis and
stabilization. Figure 8 illustrates that the stress state where
the minor effective principal stress (vertical) is zero corresponds to a major effective principal stress (confining pressure) of 82.2 kPa at failure and a shear strength of
-34.2 kPa. The vertical effective stress equal to zero in a
geostatic stress is the ground surface. Therefore, in this

case, the occurrence of the first branch of the envelope is
not feasible.
Complementing this study of shear envelope, were
also performed triaxial compression drained tests on samples of soil with roots and without roots at confining
stresses ranging from 25 to 150 kPa. The results are shown
in Fig. 9.
There were no significant variations observed in the
triaxial compression drained tests for the samples either
with or without roots. The adjustments of the envelopes resulted in sufficiently straight lines to discard the bilinear
model for this compression case. This can be explained by
the predominantly vertical architecture of the root system,
as seen in Fig. 10 (d). The samples with roots in the axial direction, the same direction as the compressive stress deviation (s’1 - s’3), did not show effective participation of roots
in shear strength. Even though the stress state in the triaxial
cell induced a shear plane inclined with respect to the preferred direction of the roots, the soil showed similar shear
strength with and without roots in the compression tests.
In these triaxial compression tests, the peripheral
roots forced the rubber membrane and buckled it even
against the confining pressure in the triaxial cell, as seen in
Fig. 10 (b). Wu et al. (1988) concluded: “In compression,
the roots failed by buckling”. This phenomenon seems to
have occurred in these triaxial compression tests.
Figure 10 (a) illustrates a sample of soil without roots
in extension for 200 kPa confining pressure, showing
stretching and a set of failure planes; (b) illustrates a specimen subjected to triaxial compression with roots showing
buckling; (c) shows general aspects of the roots taken from
a specimen; and (d) shows a mold with partially removed
soil showing the root system architecture.
Note in Fig. 10 (a) that the planes of failure for samples submitted to extension testing are close to orientation
of slip lines for Rankine passive state (Lambe & Whitman,

Figure 8 - Mohr-Coulomb envelope in t - s space for extension
test with roots.

Figure 9 - Mohr-Coulomb envelope in p-q diagram for triaxial
drained compression tests.
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Figure 10 - (a) sample of soil at failure; (b) buckling of the roots;
(c) roots of one sample; (d) root system architecture.

1969). In triaxial compression tests, these planes are
steeper. The planes of failure are not orthogonal to the preferential direction of the roots.
Figure 10 (c) shows the roots from a sample subjected
to extension testing at confining pressure above 75 kPa.
There is no evidence that the roots were broken. Gray &
Ohashi (1983) considered that the reinforcement does not
break because it is more extensible than the soil: “Inclusions have rupture strains larger than the maximum tensile
strains in the soil without inclusions.” Therefore, assuming
that the roots are more extensible than the soil, these roots
cannot rupture regardless of their ultimate strength or the
imposed load (Gray & Ohashi, 1983).
The fiber area ratio of the samples with roots ranged
from 0.28% to 0.74%, close to the fiber area ratios tested by

Gray & Ohashi (1983). Most tests in this study were run at
fiber area ratio of 0.45%.
Since the fiber area rates were similar for most samples, it was not possible to analyze in this respect the most
brittle behavior of the samples at confining pressures up to
75 kPa, especially for 50 and 75 kPa, which showed less
strain at failure for soil with roots than soils without roots.
This is a matter for more detailed research, due to issues related with the dilatancy effects at low confining stress (Lee
& Seed, 1967) and the fiber aspect ratio (Maher & Gray,
1990) or fiber content (Gray & Al-Refeai, 1986).
Using the strength parameters obtained in this study,
Miranda Neto (2015) performed a stability analysis by slice
method on a naked slope and a slope using vetiver grass and
verified that the gain in the safety factor for circular surface
was of the order of 16%.
Table 1 shows an individual gain in shear strength for
some levels in effective normal stress at failure (s’N) for extension test while Table 2 shows the same gain in shear
strength for compression testing. There is a reduction in the
gain with the increase of the tension level for extension
testing.

4. Conclusions
Triaxial drained tests were performed on soil samples
with roots and without roots of vetiver grass, grown naturally in molds. Test results showed that vetiver roots can increase shear strength of the soil used in this study and the
following conclusions emerged.
The vetiver roots increased the shear strength of the
soil for extension unloading up to 30% near ground surface
and decreased with depth until less than 7% close to the extremity of the root system.
For compression loading, the increase in shear
strength was less than 24% near the ground surface and decreased to less than 8% close to the end of the root system.

Table 1 - Gain in shear strength by stress level in extension test.
s’N (kPa)

Soil with roots

Soil only

troot (kPa)

tsoil (kPa)

troot/tsoil (%)

c (kPa)

f°

c (kPa)

f°

25

-22.2

-33.2

-12.5

-34.6

-38.5

-29.7

30

50

-22.2

-33.2

-12.5

-34.6

-54.9

-47.0

17

75

-22.2

-33.2

-12.5

-34.6

-71.3

-64.2

11

100

-22.2

-33.2

-12.5

-34.6

-87.6

-81.5

7.5

troot (kPa)

tsoil (kPa)

troot/tsoil (%)

Table 2 - Gain in shear strength by stress level in compression test.
s’N (kPa)

Soil with roots

Soil only

c (kPa)

f°

c (kPa)

f°

25

9.8

33.7

5.0

33.3

26.5

21.4

24

50

9.8

33.7

5.0

33.3

43.1

37.8

14

75

9.8

33.7

5.0

33.3

59.8

54.3

10

100

9.8

33.7

5.0

33.3

76.5

70.7

8
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The contribution of vetiver roots in this soil for extension unloading increased the cohesion intercept for confining stress above 75 kPa. Below 75 kPa, despite an increase
in frictional angle, no effective contribution is possible because it is not a feasible stress state.
The vetiver roots in soil acted as extensible reinforcements.
Since the length of these roots is at most 4 m, the effective improvement caused by the roots only applies to the
topsoil. Nevertheless, the improvement of topsoil can cause
an increase in overall slope stability of 16%.
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Cavity Expansion Analysis to Predict Side Shear Set-Up
in Clayey Soils
P.C.R. Silva, F. Massad
Abstract. In this study, fifty driven piles located in the Santos Coastal Plain (“Baixada Santista”), Brazil, have been
dynamically tested at various times after installation, indicating gain of capacity over time. The average side shear
resistance, related to a low-OCR clayey layer – known as SFL soil , was evaluated over time, indicating side shear set-up
within a relatively narrow range of values (between 2.0 and 2.5) approximately 20 days after installation. The cavity
expansion theory, which considers an ideal cohesive soil, has been used to predict the effective radial stress over time,
considering two main parameters: undrained shear strength and horizontal coefficient of consolidation. Finally, the
average of measured pile shaft capacities were compared to the unit shear resistances predicted by the b Method (effective
stress method). The theoretical values of side shear set-up are fairly similar to the results of the analyzed load tests, which
seems to support the viability of the presented method.
Keywords: driven piles, dynamic load test, pile set-up, clayey soils, numerical analysis.

1. Introduction
In the design of deep foundations, there are still
some poorly understood phenomena, which are not therefore properly considered when calculating foundations,
such as time-dependent effects that alter the load capacity
of driven piles over time. In some cases, it is possible to
observe a decrease in pile resistance after driving, known
as relaxation, and in other cases the opposite effect is noticed, causing an increase in soil resistance over time,
known as set-up or freeze. Its incorporation into pile design can offer substantial benefits, resulting in significant
economic gain.
A reliable prediction of the set-up is only possible
when pile tests are carried out beforehand in order to verify
capacity gain over time. The tests must be performed for
many days, while set-up occurs, generating an increase in
terms of both cost and time for the construction. Consequently, a reliable and cost-effective method of predicting
the long-term set-up magnitude based on numerical analyses would be very advantageous. The purpose of this paper
is to evaluate the ability of the Cavity Expansion Analysis
to predict the side shear set-up of driven piles in clayey
soils.
This paper presents a brief summary of pile set-up
and some methods for predicting the set-up phenomenon.
In addition, it describes a method for predicting pile set-up
using the Cavity Expansion Analysis and presents a Brazilian case, comparing load tests conducted on 50 piles and the
results of numerical analyses.

2. Background
The increase in load capacity over time has been documented in several studies, including the ones by Yang
(1956), Seed & Reese (1955), Housel (1958), McClelland
et al. (1969), Flaate (1972), Thorburn & Rigden (1980),
McManis et al. (1989), Skov & Denver (1988), Fellenius et
al. (1989) and many others. The results of these studies,
carried out predominantly in clayey soils, were shown in
Titi & Wathugala (1999), as can be seen in Fig. 1.
Studies by Komurka et al. (2003) indicate that set-up
is directly related to shaft resistance, while Chow et al.
(1998) indicate that the loss of pile capacity (relaxation) is
more influenced by toe resistance. Therefore, it can be concluded that friction piles have greater set-up than endbearing piles.
Two concepts are used to define set-up, as described
below:
• set-up: obtained by the ratio between total load capacity
after some time and load capacity at the end of driving;
• side shear set-up: obtained by the ratio between shaft resistance after some time and shaft resistance at the end of
driving.
Set-up values can vary widely due to the characteristics of each soil and pile material. However, it is observed
that values above 2 are relatively common and maximum
values are around 10. Long et al. (1999) analyzed the results of 80 load tests conducted on piles comprised of several materials driven in different soil types (sand, silt and
clay). It was observed that set-up can occur in all cases, although this phenomenon is more pronounced in clayey
soils. Bilfinger (2010) states that set-up mechanisms can be
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Figure 1 - Pile load capacity vs. time (Titi et al., 1999).

divided into two main groups, i.e., the mechanisms associated with pore pressure variations and those that are related
to different phenomena, such as aging and creep.
In the case of clayey soils, as a pile is driven, the soil
displacement along the shaft is predominantly radial (Komurka et al., 2003). Randolph. & Wroth (1979) state that,
in clay, the soil around the shaft is remolded up to 20 radius
from the pile axis and significant excess pore pressure is
generated, thus causing a reduction in the effective stress
and, consequently, facilitating the driving process. At the
end of driving, the excess pore water pressure begins to dissipate, allowing the soil around the pile to reconsolidate.
During reconsolidation, the soil undergoes a gradual increase in resistance, hence pile load capacity increases.
For soils with low OCR, at the end of driving, the excess pore pressure generated in the soil-pile interface is between 3 and 6 times the undrained shear resistance of the
soil (Randolph. & Wroth, 1979). However, in the case of
soils with high OCR, the excess pore pressure can be null or
negative (Coop & Wroth, 1989; Bond & Jardine, 1995).
The time to dissipate the excess pore pressure is proportional to the square of the radius of the pile and inversely
proportional to the horizontal coefficient of consolidation
of the soil (Soderberg, 1961). Consequently, piles with a
larger diameter take longer to set up than the ones with a
smaller diameter (Long et al., 1999) and excess pore water
pressure dissipates slower for a group of piles than for a single pile (Camp & Parmar, 1999).
At the end of driving, total radial stress around the
pile is higher than the initial horizontal stress, having been
observed values between 6 and 11 times the undrained
shear resistance (Earth Technology Corporation, 1986;
Lehane & Jardine, 1994; Paikowsky & Hart, 2000). These
studies also show reductions in total radial stress during
consolidation, indicating that the total radial stress after
consolidation is about 40% lower than the total stress observed at the end of driving.
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The most popular methods to predict set-up in driven
piles are actually based on empirical methods, correlations
with in-situ tests or previous studies on test piles.
2.1. Empirical methods to predict pile set-up
Most of the studies regarding set-up are based on the
results of load tests used to formulate methods for predicting the gain of load capacity as a function of time. Typical
set-up values for different soil types were presented by
Rausche et al. (1996). For instance, for clays these authors
recommends set-up of 2.0, for silty 1.5 and for sand 1.0.
The most popular relation between load capacity and
time was initially presented by Skov & Denver (1988), according to whom the increase in the total resistance of the
pile is considered proportional to the log of time, as shown
in Eq. 1.
Qt
= 1 + A × log(t t 0 )
Q0

(1)

where Qt = axial capacity at time t after driving, Q0 = axial
capacity at time t0, A = constant, depending on the soil type
and t0 = an empirical initial time value.
Komurka et al. (2003) presented pile load capacity as
a function of time divided in 3 phases. During phase 1, because of the highly disturbed state of the soil, the rate of
variation in load capacity is not constant with the logarithm
of time, taking place a short period after driving (see
Fig. 2). Phase 2 begins when the dissipation rate of excess
pore water pressure becomes constant (linear) with the log
of time, occurring until the total dissipation of excess pore
pressure. Phase 3 is set after primary consolidation ends. In
this phase, set-up rate is independent of effective stress
when load capacity gain occurs due to aging. During this
phase, the increase in resistance remains linear with the logarithm of time, but with lower rates than the ones observed
in phase 2.
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Figure 2 - Set-up development with the logarithm of time (Komurka et al., 2003).

It is important to note that t0 refers to the time when
set-up becomes linear with the logarithm of time. Komurka
et al. (2003) state that the duration of the logarithmically
nonlinear dissipation rate of excess pore water pressure depends on the properties of both the soil (type, permeability
and sensitivity) and the pile (type, permeability and size).
The t0 values recommended in several studies are presented according to soil type and pile characteristics, varying between 0.01 day (Long et al., 1999; Svinkin & Skov,
2000), 1.0 day (Axelsson, 1988; Bullock, 1999; McVay et
al., 1999) and 2.0 days (Camp & Parmar, 1999). Studies indicate that the larger the diameter of the pile, the greater the
value of t0 (Camp & Parmar, 1999).
Paikowsky et al. (1996), when evaluating the results
of dynamic load tests in different piles, concluded that parameters “A” and t0 must be obtained for each situation,
considering that both depend on the characteristics of the
soil as well as those of the pile. In practice, parameter “A”
either can be predicted using field tests or can be obtained
empirically. Table 1 presents some values for parameter
“A” and the corresponding t0, obtained in several studies.
2.2. Methods for predicting set-up with in-situ tests
For an exploration-phase field test to be valuable for
evaluating set-up, the test must have a significant side shear
component, as well as the ability to separate side shear from
end bearing (Bullock, 1999). Several studies have been
Table 1 - Summary of time t0 and parameter “A” obtained in several studies.
Author(s)

t0 (days)

Parameter “A”
min

max

Svinkin & Skov (2002)

0.1

1.60

3.50

Axelsson (1998)

1.0

0.20

0.80

Bullock (1999)

1.0

0.10

0.80

Bilfinger (2010)

1.0

0.14

0.44

Skov & Denver (1988)

1.0

0.20

0.60

Camp & Parmar (1999)

2.0

0.37

1.31
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conducted looking for correlations between geotechnical
in-situ tests and set-up, including torque measurement in
SPT tests (Bullock & Schmertmann, 2003), analyses of
torque tests on driven rods (Axelsson, 1998; Axelsson &
Westin, 2000) and uplift measurement in SPT tests (Rausche et al., 1996), among others.
Bullock & Schmertmann (2003) evaluated several results of standard penetration test with torque tests (SPT-T
test) performed in different soil types, divided into two
groups (clay and sand). During the test, both torque and rotation angle were recorded. The tests can measure both
peak and residual torque and can be performed at various
times after driving. The results show that in clayey soils the
maximum torque tends to increase over time, while in
sandy soils the maximum torque does not present considerable variations over time.
Similar studies conducted with the SPT sampler were
developed by Axelsson (1998) and Axelsson & Westin
(2000) in noncohesive soils. During the studies, torque
measures applied to several small-diameter rods in different periods of time after driving were recorded. The tests
with small-diameter rods have indicated an increase in resistance of approximately 30%, while static load tests performed on piles embedded into the same site indicated an
increase in resistance of approximately 40% in comparison
with the initial resistance. Axelsson (2002) found that with
staged testing the increase in peak torque after some time is
considerably higher than the increase in residual torque.
Rausche et al. (1996) evaluated SPT-T and uplift
measurement in SPT tests in order to predict “damping”
and “quake” parameters for dynamic analyses on piles. Uplift tests carried out 10, 25 and 70 min after the end of pile
driving indicate that the development of uplift strength is
linear with the logarithm of time, as well as with pile shaft
resistance. The values obtained for the uplift tests were
equivalent to approximately 80% of the maximum torque.
2.3. Test piles to predict set-up
The results of dynamic and/or static load tests conducted in different periods after the end of driving on test
piles are currently the most effective way to predict set-up
due to the uncertainties surrounding theoretical and empirical methods.
The procedure proposed by Bullock (2008) suggests
performing dynamic load tests at the end of pile driving and
some time after that, in order to calibrate resistance variation over time. By considering this method, it is important
to determine the exact time when the tests are carried out, as
it is known that in the early hours after driving variation in
pile capacity is more significant. According to Bullock
(2008), it is possible to predict the set-up factor by performing dynamic load tests 15 min, 60 min and 1 day after the
end of driving, with the exception of sandy soils, in which
larger periods are required to observe the effects of aging.
However, the same author recommends performing load
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tests after longer periods to confirm the rate and magnitude
of set-up.

3. Numerical Simulation Procedure
In the present study, set-up is evaluated by considering the cylindrical cavity expansion theory, since field studies indicate that soil displacements around the pile during
pile driving can be considered exclusively radial (Komurka
et al., 2003).
Isolated piles are usually evaluated using axisymmetric models, according to which structures are circular
with symmetrical cross-section and uniform loads around
the central axis (y-axis), where deformation and stress are
equal in all radial directions. Fig. 3 presents a schematic example of an axisymmetric model, in which the x-axis represents the radial direction and the y-axis corresponds to the
axial line of symmetry.
In applications such as driven pile modeling, the driving process is usually simulated using the cylindrical cavity
expansion theory with the initial radius equal to zero. In
practice, the numerical analysis must begin with a cylindrical cavity with radius different from zero to avoid infinite
stress that would appear in case an initial cavity with null
radius was considered. Carter et al. (1979) defined some relations between the radius of the cylindrical cavity (model)
and that of the pile, leading to satisfactory results when
comparing field data to numerical analyses. The study suggests that to simulate pile driving it is necessary to consider
a cavity expansion model with initial radius (a0) defined by:
a0 =

r0

(2)

3

where a0: initial radius of the cylindrical cavity and r0: pile
radius.
The final radius (af) is equivalent to 2 times a0. This
relationship is indicated in Fig. 4, which schematically

Figure 3 - Example of an axisymmetric problem (modified from
Brinkgreve et al., 2014).
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presents the cavity radius considered in the model, comparing it to the pile radius (r0). It is important to note that the
initial and final cavity radii are equivalent to 0.58 and 1.15
time r0, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the cylindrical cavity expansion model adopted in the numerical analysis developed on the
Plaxis software. It is important to highlight that the analyses
were performed with a unit height model, in order to speed
up calculations. The model parameters were thus defined
considering a “slice” from the center of the soil layer analyzed; therefore, the results are average values.
Using the numerical analysis, it is possible to predict
the excess pore pressure and radial stress around the pile
shaft over time. By considering the stress obtained in the
numerical analysis, the variation in unit shaft resistance (tl)
can be predicted with the b method (Burland, 1973), also
known as effective stress method, defined by:
t l = s¢r . tan d

(3)

where tl: unit shaft resistance, s’r: radial effective stress on
the pile shaft and d: friction angle between pile and soil.
It is important to note that effective radial stress, s’r,
is proportional to the initial effective vertical stress, s’vo,
defined by the equation:
s¢r = Ks¢v 0

(4)

It is also important to highlight that coefficient K, representing the ratio between radial stress and the initial vertical stress, is different from K0, which represents the in situ
horizontal stress ratio, especially in the case of driven piles
whose horizontal stress acting on the pile shaft is usually
higher than the initial horizontal stress of the soil.

Figure 4 - Cylindrical cavity expansion model for evaluating
driven piles.
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Figure 5 - Numerical model adopted to simulate cavity expansion in an axisymmetric one-dimensional model.

4. Case History in Santos Coastal Plain

pression derived from the theory of cylindrical cavity
expansion:

4.1. Site overview
The test site is located in the Brazilian Southeast
coast, specifically in the Santos Coastal Plain, around
80 km east of the city of São Paulo. The tests were conducted during the construction of a port terminal, comprising a pier around 1,100 m long, supported by approximately 2,300 prestressed concrete piles, with external
diameter of 80 cm and wall thickness of 15 cm.
4.2. Subsurface conditions
The Santos Coastal Plain is characterized by a succession of sedimentary layers extending between the mountains and the ocean. These sediments were deposited during
the last 100,000 years at different sedimentation cycles and
with occasional erosion. Studies indicate that during periods of glaciation, there was significant drawdown in the
water level (about 130 m), influencing the origin and history of the stress of the soil deposited in this area, causing
an increase in effective stress and drying the soil layers
closer to the surface. After the end of glaciation, sea level
rose again, experiencing new sedimentation cycles (Massad, 2009). Another important phenomenon that influenced
soil characteristics in the region are temporary depositions
of high sand dunes.
Soil investigation consisted in several SPTs, 2
CPTUs and 7 Vane Tests. The main layers of sedimentary
soil, composed predominantly of clayey materials and deposited in different periods, are described below:
• Mangrove (0 to -5 m): surface layer, with null NSPT values, which is still in the formative phase.
• Fluvio-Lagoon Sediments (SFL) (-5 to -25 m): deposited
after the sea level rose again, with small OCR (between
1.0 and 3.0) and NSPT values around 0 to 5 blows/30 cm.
• Transitional Clays (AT) (-25 to -40 m): materials of geological origin characterized by high OCR due to the increase in effective stress as a consequence of sea level
drawdown, with NSPT values ranging from 5 to
25 blows/30 cm.
Interspersed with the argillaceous materials there are
sandy lenses and, under these horizons, it is usual to find residual soil, up to 10 m thick, resting on the rock mass.
Figure 6 presents the undrained shear resistance (su)
vs. depth, obtained in 2 CPTUs and 7 Vane Tests performed
in the area. CPTU values were obtained by the known ex-
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su =

q t - sv0
N KT

(5)

where NKT is an empirical factor usually varying in the range
of 10-13 in the Santos Coastal Plain (Massad, 2009). In this
paper, a value of 11.5 was adopted in consonance with VT
results (see Fig. 6).
Six CPTU pore pressure dissipation tests, shown in
Fig. 7, were carried out at different depths, allowing to predict the horizontal coefficient of consolidation (ch). Considering the method by Houlsby and Teh (1988), the values
-3
-3
2
obtained for ch were between 5.10 and 50.10 cm /s.
The results indicate a value of excess pore water pressure (Du) generated on the cone shaft at the end of driving
between approximately 4 and 6 times su.
The cavity expansion analysis was carried out considering exclusively the SFL layer (-5 to -25 m), with MohrCoulomb model (linear elastic perfectly plastic behavior)
and Hardening Soil Model, that accounts for stress-dependency of stiffness moduli. The average geotechnical parameters, around the -15.0 m level, are presented in Table 2
and Table 3.

Figure 6 - Undrained shear resistance (su) obtained through
CPTU-325, CPTU-326 and Vane Test results, both with Bjerrum’s (1973) correction (m = 0.7).
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Figure 7 - CPTU pore pressure dissipation tests, normalized by su.

4.3. Load tests
To evaluate set-up, 62 dynamic load tests with increasing energy were carried out in 50 piles, shown in
Fig. 8, with an 80 cm diameter and driven lengths ranging
from 28 to 57 m. All load tests were performed with a
Juntan HHK 16A hammer, weighing 160 kN, with increasing falling heights ranging from 0.20 to 1.20 m.
Figure 9 presents the maximum load capacities, obtained through CAPWAP analyses considering the highest
energy blow of each pile and performed in some cases at the
end of driving (EOD) and in other cases after some time
elapsed (1 to 87 days).

The dynamic load tests, performed at different intervals of time from the end of driving until up to 87 days, resulted in total resistance ranging from 3,570 to 11,030 kN.
A tendency of resistance gaining over time can be noticed.
However, the relation between resistance and time is not
well defined.
Figure 10 shows the average unit shaft resistance (tl)
of the SFL layer found in the CAPWAP analysis between
-5.0 and -25.0 m deep. It is possible to note that the SFL material is the main focus of the analysis, since this layer is
composed predominantly of clayey material with low OCR
values, which means that its set-up should be more significant than that of sandy layers (sand lenses and residual soil)
or clayey soils (“AT” soil) with high OCR.
In this case, the average unit shaft resistance at the
end of driving resulted in a range of values from 0 to
12 kPa, while results obtained after some time reached up to
42 kPa. It is important to note that the results from Pier 2 indicated lower values than the results from other areas, despite the fact that the geotechnical investigations did not
point to any significant variation in the soil in this location.
It is thus possible to assume that some variation may have
occurred during driving or even when processing the
CAPWAP analysis, resulting in lower capacities than expected. Therefore, for theoretical analyses, data obtained in
this area (Pier 2) will be disregarded.

5. Numerical Simulation Results
Numerical simulation analyses were carried out, considering Mohr-Coulomb and Hardening-Soil models, to
predict variation in pore water pressure and radial stress
around an 80 cm prestressed pile over time. It is important

Table 2 - Geotechnical parameters of the SFL soil (-15.0 m) – Moh-Coulomb.
-3

2

-5

g (kN/m )

E (MPa)

K0

n

su (kPa)

ch (10 cm /s)

kh (10 m/h)

15

10

0.86

0.25

40 to 60

5 to 50

1.8 to 18

3

Table 3 - Geotechnical parameters of the SFL soil (-15.0 m) – Hardening Soil.
2

g (kN/m )

su (kPa)

E50 (MPa)

Eoed (MPa)

Eur (MPa)

nur

ch (E-3 cm /s)

kh (E-6 m/h)

15

40 to 60

10

10

30

0.2

5 a 50

1.8 a 18

3

Figure 8 - Pier plant, indicating the piles tested.
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Figure 9 - Total load capacity vs. time from 62 CAPWAP analyses.

Figure 11 - Pore water pressure (u) from cavity expansion analyses – su = 40 kPa.

Figure 10 - Average unit shaft resistance in the SFL layer (-5 to
-25 m) vs. time.

Figure 12 - Pore water pressure (u) from cavity expansion analyses – su = 60 kPa.

to say that the results obtained with Hardening-soil model
will not be presented, as they were almost the same as the
results considering the Mohr-Coulomb model. The cylindrical cavity expansion model is shown in Fig. 5.

The results indicate an increase in total radial stress
(sr) between 220 and 300 kPa at the end of driving. After
full consolidation, total radial stress is reduced to about
75% of the radial stress at the end of driving, ranging from
170 to 240 kPa. Both ranges are for soils with undrained
shear resistance (su) equal to 40 and 60 kPa, respectively.

5.1. Excess pore pressure (Du)
Variations in pore water pressure, resulting from cylindrical cavity expansion adopting Mohr-Coulomb model,
are presented as a function of time in Figs. 11 and 12. It is
worth remembering that numerical analyses were performed considering su values between 40 kPa (Fig. 11) and
-3
60 kPa (Fig. 12) and ch values between 5.10 and
-3
2
50.10 cm/s .
The results indicate maximum values of excess pore
water pressure (Du) generated in the soil-pile interface
around 180 and 240 kPa for soils with undrained shear resistance (su) of 40 and 60 kPa, respectively. These results
are equivalent to approximately 4.0 to 4.5 times su, in consonance with the CPTU dissipation tests (see Fig. 7).
5.2. Total radial stress (sr)
As previously mentioned, pile driving generates excess in both pore water pressure and total radial stress
around the pile. Variations in total radial stress around the
pile, due to cavity expansion, are presented in Figs. 13
(su = 40 kPa) and 14 (su = 60 kPa).
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It is worth noting that at the end of driving, predicted
sr is between 2.0 and 2.3 times the initial radial stress (sro),
and after the total stress reduction predicted sr varies between 1.8 and 2.1 times sro.
5.3. Effective radial stress (s’r)
Figures 15 and 16 present the effective radial stress
acting on the pile shaft over time for undrained shear resistance of 40 kPa (Fig. 15) and 60 kPa (Fig. 16).
During the analyzed period, between the end of driving and after full consolidation, an increase in effective radial stress of about 120 and 170 kPa was observed for
undrained shear resistance of 40 and 60 kPa, respectively.
The ratio between effective radial stress after cavity
expansion (s’r) and effective vertical stress at rest (s’vo) is
defined by:
K=

s¢r s¢
s¢r
1 s¢r
×
= 0 × r =
¢
¢
¢
s v 0 s v 0 s r0 K 0 s¢r0

(6)
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The values of K shortly after driving vary between 1.6
and 2.0, and after full consolidation these values are between 3.2 and 4.1. For the numerical analysis, an average
value of 3.6 was considered. In these computations a value
of K0 = 0,86 was assumed, as shown in Table 2.

6. Evaluation of Side Shear Set-Up
To evaluate the ultimate value of the unit shaft resistance (tl,ult), the following expression was used:
t l , ult = tan d × s¢r
Figure 13 - Total radial stress (sr) from cavity expansion analyses
– su = 40 kPa.

Figure 15 - Effective radial stress (s’r) from cavity expansion
analyses – su = 40 kPa.

Figure 16 - Effective radial stress (s’r) from cavity expansion
analyses – su = 60 kPa.
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(7)

According to Burland (1973) the proportionality between s’r and s’v0 is a simplifying assumption and, in his
words, “it represents a simple and logical starting point”.
Parameter d, representing the friction angle between
the pile and the soil, depends on the characteristics of both
the soil and the pile material and can be set through laboratory tests, although most of the studies on this topic are related to sandy soils, so little information on pile driving in
clay is available.
The product K.tan(d) was defined by Burland (1973)
as coefficient b, resulting in:
t l , ult = b × s¢v 0

Figure 14 - Total radial stress (sr) from cavity expansion analyses
– su = 60 kPa.

( with s¢r = K × s¢v 0 )

(8)

Several studies indicate values of b ranging from 0.25
to 0.30 for driven piles in clays with low OCR. Thus, considering K = 3.6 and b = 0.3 leads to tan(d) equals approximately to 0.08. Note that this figure implies a value of d
roughly equals to 5º, which may seem low. However,
Atkinson (1993) cites that d lies generally between the residual friction angle (f’r) and the peak friction angle (f’p).
Laboratory tests performed on SFL clays in the overconsolidated range of stress lead to f’p from 6° to 8°
(Massad, 2016), with a non zero cohesion. The same material, when tested above preconsolidation stress, results in
f’p around 15° and 25° with zero cohesion (Massad, 2009).
In this context and taking into account the sensitivity of the
SFL clays, ranging from 3 to 5, indicating a low value for
f’r, it can be assumed that d = 5º is within the range of expected values.
Taking into account effective radial stress as a function of time (Figs. 15 and 16), obtained using numerical
modeling, and considering tan(d) equals to 0.08 in Eq. 7,
the values predicted for unit shaft resistance as a function of
time are shown in Fig. 17.
The average unit shaft resistance acting on the SFL
layer varies between 10.7 and 13.1 kPa at the end of driving
and 23.1 and 31.2 kPa after full consolidation, considering
su equal to 40 and 60 kPa, respectively. These results are
consistent with static load tests performed on floating piles
around this area, according to data presented by Massad
(2009).
Despite of the scattering of tl, there is a trend of results within a relatively narrow range of values. In addition,
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Figure 17 - Unit shaft resistance for the SFL layer over time from
CAPWAP and numerical analyses.

side shear set-up ranges from 2.0 to 2.5 approximately 20
days after driving.
It is important to note that for the 80 cm prestressed
piles, the time for 90% of the total set-up is approximately 6
and 70 days, related to horizontal coefficients of consolida-3
-3
2
tion (ch) of 50.10 and 5.10 cm /s, respectively. The results
of the numerical analyses indicate that after 1 day of pile
driving, about 50% to 70% of the total pile capacity gain
predicted was observed.
Finally, it is possible to conclude that the methodology proposed to predict side shear set-up by considering
cavity expansion analyses and b method is in consonance
with field results obtained from CAPWAP analyses.

7. Conclusions
Literature review indicated that:
• increases in pile load capacity over time can occur in any
kind of soil or pile material, although pile set-up is more
pronounced in normally consolidated clays;
• set-up is more influenced by shaft capacity than by toe
resistance; and
• changes in pore water pressure and total radial stress after the end of driving are the main mechanisms responsible for set-up in clayey soils.
The unit shear resistance of the case history SFL layer
obtained from the dynamic load tests ranged from 0 to
12 kPa at the end of driving (t = 0 day) and a maximum of
42 kPa a certain time after driving.
A method based on the cavity expansion theory has
been presented to predict side shear set-up of driven piles.
Based on the comparisons between observed and predicted
results for side shear set-up in low-OCR clay soils of the
case history, known as SFL clay, the following conclusions
can be drawn:
Predictions of unit shaft friction using the cavity expansion theory and application of effective stress analyses
(b method) indicate that:
• the average unit side friction acting on the SFL layer varies between 10.7 and 13.1 kPa at the end of driving and
between 23.1 and 31.2 kPa after full consolidation. The
latter figures are in consonance with the results of dy-
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namic load tests and consistent with static load tests
performed on floating piles in Santos Coastal Plain;
• the predicted side shear set-up found in cavity expansion
analyses varies between 2.0 and 2.5 for the SFL layer, in
consonance with the results of dynamic load tests;
• the time required for 90% of the set-up to take place is
approximately equal to 6 and 70 days for ch between
-3
-3
2
5.10 and 50.10 cm /s, respectively; and
• the numerical analysis indicated that one day after the
end of driving, about 50% and 70% of the total set-up
-3
predicted occurred, for values of ch between 5.10 and
-3
2
50.10 cm /s, respectively.
The applied method proved a valuable tool for estimating pile set-up as it is cost- and time-efficient. Moreover, the results showed good correlation between the side
shear set-up evaluated through cavity expansion analyses
and load tests on driven piles.
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List of symbols
A: Constant, depending on the soil type
ao: Initial radius of the cylindrical cavity
ch: Horizontal coefficient of consolidation
d: Friction angle between pile and soil
f’r: Soil residual friction angle
f’p: Soil peak friction angle
Du: Excess porewater pressure
E: Young’s modulus
g: Unit weight
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K: Ratio between radial stress and the initial vertical stress
K0: In situ horizontal stress ratio
NKT: Factor relating corrected cone end resistance and undrained shear strength
n: Poisson’s ratio
qt: Cone resistance
Q0: Axial capacity at time t0
Qinitial: Axial capacity at the end of driving
Qt: Axial capacity at time t after driving
r0: Pile radius
s’r: Effective radial stress on the pile shaft
sr: Total radial stress
s’ro: Effective radial stress at rest, before driving
sro: Total radial stress at rest, before driving
su: Undrained shear resistance
sv0: Initial total vertical stress
s’vo: Initial effective vertical stress
t0: Empirical initial time value
tl,ult: Ultimate unit shaft resistance
tl: Unit shaft resistance
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Statistical Modeling of Municipal Solid Waste Settlement
from a Lysimeter
C.L. Araújo Neto, B.M.A. Nóbrega, R.B.A. Sousa, M.C. Melo, W. Paiva, V.E.D. Monteiro
Abstract. The sanitary landfill settlement prediction is an important tool for an integrated waste management system once
it allows the evaluation of the sanitary landfill useful life and assists in the development of planning actions. Several settlement models have been used as an attempt to estimate the waste volume reduction over time. However, there are few models that consider the waste biodegradation processes. The objective of this paper is to build a simple linear regression model
to determine the settlements that took place over time in a lysimeter filled with municipal solid waste from the city of
Campina Grande, State of Paraíba, Brazil. The lysimeter was built in the Environmental Geotechnics Group’s experimental field which is located at the Federal University of Campina Grande’s main campus. For the settlement model development, the municipal solid waste settlement from a lysimeter was monitored during 1309 days. It was observed that in the
interquartile range, data exhibited a trend of linearity, so this monitoring time was selected in order to develop the model.
Through the tests carried out, it can be considered that the developed model presents significant statistical parameters to estimate the waste settlement. Such model can be applied for the estimation of settlement from sanitary landfills with similar
features to the ones used in this model.
Keywords: linear regression, experimental cell, sanitary landfill, statistical analysis, Brazil, waste displacement.

1. Introduction
Waste settlement monitoring is one of the most important steps during the sanitary landfill’s operation phase.
The settlement, also known as waste body displacement,
not only affects the geotechnical and environmental aspects
of a sanitary landfill but also maximizes its useful life.
However, during the sanitary landfill’s project implementation phase, this parameter is not taken into account. Only
meteorological, social and geographical parameters are
usually considered.
Sanitary landfill settlement is a direct consequence of
compression, particles rearrangement and biodegradation
of municipal solid waste (MSW). According to Qian et al.
(2002), the total settlement of a sanitary landfill may vary
from 25% to 50% of its initial height. When settlement is
predicted, many problems can be minimized, such as damage to the liquid and gas collection system, cracks in the
soil cover layer and instability of MSW mass (Durmusoglu
et al., 2005 ; Ouvry and Page, 2005; Melo, 2003).
The primary settlement occurs due to loads imposed
over the waste mass such as the waste self-weight and the
cover layer weight, which influence the compaction pro-

cess. The secondary settlement takes place through the
MSW decomposition process that can occur for many years
until the organic matter biodegradation is completed (Babu
& Lakshmikanthan, 2015; Hettiarachchi et al., 2009). According to Farias (2014), the study of waste settlement
mechanism is complex but can it be simplified with the use
of lysimeter that simulates the behavior of a full scale landfill cell.
Bareither & Kwak (2015) instrumented a steel made
lysimeter (8.2 m height, 2.4 m diameter) to monitor settlement at various depths in the waste column. Such system
consisted of steel plates attached to steel rods that extended
from the bottom to the top of the lysimeter. Rafizul et al.
(2014) conducted experiments in a lysimeter made of PVC
pipe with height and inner diameter of 1.8 m and 2 m, respectively. Several settlement models, as the ones developed by Sowers (1973), Zimmerman et al. (1977), Simões
(2000) and Babu et al. (2010), have been used as an attempt
to estimate the waste volume reduction over time. However, not all models consider the waste biodegradation processes (El-Fadel & Khoury, 2000).
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Hachich (2000) states that models are intended to explain reality, predict behavior and support decisions. The
efficiency of a model is directly related to its purpose. To
explain the reality, models must incorporate all parameters
that influence the studied variable. Nonetheless, models
should preferably be simple and depend on easily obtainable parameters (Boscov, 2006).
This study aims to develop a simple linear regression
model in order to determine the settlement occurring over
time in a lysimeter filled with municipal solid waste.

2. Methodology
2.1. Construction and instrumentation of the lysimeter
The lysimeter (Fig. 1) was constructed in the Environmental Geotechnics Group’s experimental field which
is located at the Federal University of Campina Grande’s
main campus, city of Campina Grande, Brazil. The lysimeter was built with solid bricks masonry and had an internal diameter, height and volume of 2.0 m, 3.5 m and 11 m3,
respectively. The lysimeter’s cylindrical shape tends to facilitate waste arrangement and compaction, lateral pressure
distribution and prevention of preferential leachate paths.
Also, this shape reduces the contact between waste and inner wall’s surface. The structure was built on a concrete
base. The bottom and cover layer was made with a lowpermeability soil (permeability coefficient: 10-6 m.s-1).
The lysimeter had a drainage system composed of a
0.04 m diameter PVC pipe that was drilled and placed on
the compacted soil layer. A crushed stone layer was spread
over the soil to induce the leachate flow. Besides that, the
lysimeter was equipped with gases drainage system, piezo-

meter for liquid level measurement, magnetic and circular
steel plates for depth and surface settlement measurement
as well as thermocouples for temperature measurement
over depth (Fig. 2).
2.2. Sampling and collection of MSW
In order to obtain a representative sample of the waste
from the city of Campina Grande, a planning process was
carried out through statistical inference. This statistical investigation presents a confidence level of 95,5% and a maximum error of 5%.
The statistical planning considered the city’s population, area and the amount of waste produced per person
based on data from the Brazilian Institute of Statistical Geography (IBGE in Portuguese abbreviation). The sample’s
size was determined through Eq. 1:
n=

Z 2 s2 N
e 2 ( N -1) + Z 2 s 2

(1)

where Z = abscissa of the standard normal distribution,
s = standard deviation of population, N = population size,
e = sampling error and n = sample size.
A value of Z = 2.00 was considered, which means a
confidence level of (1 - a) = 0,955. For the standard deviation of population, a predetermined value was used though
amplitude approximation. The amplitude represented the
difference between the higher (1.5 kg) and lower (1.0 kg)
waste amount produced by one person in Campina Grande,
so the amounts were 532.623 and 355.082 kg, respectively.
This way, the standard deviation of population was about
44.385. The population size is equivalent to the number of
neighborhoods in the city, which was 50 according to
IBGE’s database. The admitted sampling error was 5%.
The sample size calculated in Eq. 1 corresponded to
the number of neighborhoods, where the MSW would be
collected. The obtained value was n = 12. Then, the city
was divided into 4 different zones (north, south, east and
west). After, a stratified sampling was carried out proportionally to the number of neighborhoods in each zone.
Finally, the neighborhoods where randomly chosen
(Table 1).
The waste samples were collected from commercial
and domestic buildings and were not previously segregated. From the total collected waste amount, about
7,800 kg were destined to the lysimeter filling process and
approximately 600 kg were used in the physical characterization (gravimetric composition), which was conducted
based on LIPOR’s (2000) methodology - adapted by Leite
(2008) and Pereira et.al. (2010).
2.3. Lysimeter’s filling and monitoring processes

Figure 1 - Lysimeter.
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The collected waste was homogenized and quartered
(according to ABNT NBR 10007, 2004). Then, four buckets (volume of 0.006 m3) were filled with waste samples
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Figure 2 - Schematic view of the lysimeter.

Table 1 - Amount of MSW collected in the selected neighborhoods from Campina Grande.
Zone
North

South

East
West

Neighborhood
Conceição

271.13

Nações

110.85

Palmeira

448.66

Estação Velha

261.20

Jardim Paulistano

632.84

São José

311.41

Velame

475.90

José Pinheiro

1,270.24

Nova Brasília

739.97

Dinamérica

431.95

Malvinas

3,052.04

Quarenta
Total

Collected MSW (kg)

393.87
8,400.06

and dumped into the lysimeter (Fig. 3a) followed by manual compaction (Fig. 3b) that was performed by using a
weight and a number of blows that produced a compaction
energy proportionally similar to the one generated by a
compaction vehicle in sanitary landfill sites. The referred
steps (buckets filling, waste deposition into lysimeter, and
compaction) were repeated until the predetermined waste
body height was achieved.
The surface waste settlement was monitored according to the procedures described by Leite (2008), Melo
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(2011) and Farias (2014), with necessary adaptations to this
specific study. To obtain this parameter, vertical displacements of the metal plates were measured. These plates had a
diameter of 0.15 m and were attached to a 0.6 m height rod
(Fig. 4b). The two plates were installed after the lysimeter
filling phase and were located between the top waste layer
and the soil cover layer. The surface settlement measurements were carried out by stretching a nylon string, setting
it on the edge of the lysimeter wall, and then measuring the
vertical distance between the string and the top of the rods
(Figs. 4c and 4d).
2.4. Statistical treatment of data and settlement model
elaboration
The settlement monitoring lasted four years. After
this time, the lysimeter’s settlement became practically stabilized. Thus, the model considered the database from the
monitoring period.
The statistical modeling process consisted of a linear
model development using simple linear regression. To
achieve this, the waste settlement behavior was observed
over time by means of a scatter diagram. Because of data
variability, only data in the interquartile range was selected
for the model development. According to Paiva (2009),
interquartile range represents dispersion measures that are
insensitive to disturbing observations. This range is used
for outlier’s identification and is determined by the Eqs. 1
and 2.
. Aint
L i = Q1 -15

(2)

. Aint
L S = Q3 + 15

(3)
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The correlation coefficient, proposed by Pearson
(1896), was determined to check the degree of association
between variables of settlement and time. According to
Borges (2003), perfect correlation means a result equal to 1;
very strong correlation is for values between 0.99 and 0.80;
strong correlation is for values between 0.79 and 0.60;
weak correlation ranges from 0.59 to 0.40; very weak correlation has values from 0:39 to 0:20; valueless correlation
is for 0.19 to 0.001 values, and zero correlation is when the
result is equal to 0. To determine if a particular correlation
occurred due to either a random sampling error or because
of chance, a Student’s t-test, developed by Gosset (1908),
was applied.
To establish a simple model that describes the relationship between two variables normally distributed (settlement and time), a simple linear regression was performed
as described by Galton (1886). Thus, it was used a simple
linear regression equation (Eq. 5), in which for each monitoring time, a respective settlement value could be calculated.
y$ = a + bx + e
Figure 3 - a- waste disposal into the lysimeter and d -Waste mass
compaction.

with
Aint = Q3 - Q1

(4)

where Li = lower critical limit; Ls = upper critical limit,
Q1 = first quartile, Q3 = third quartile and Aint = interquartile
distance.
The normality of the dependent variable (settlement)
was verified by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, proposed by
Massey Jr. (1951). The assumption of data normality is essential for performing statistical inferences and when there
is a small sample, it is necessary to carry out tests to check
normality.

(5)

where y$ = estimated settlement value (dependent variable),
x = time (independent variable), a = linear coefficient,
b = angular coefficient and e = statistical residual.
After choosing the equations to model the behavior of
waste settlement over time, the coefficient of determination
(R2) was analyzed. Such coefficient measures the relationship between two quantitative variables and ranges from
2
0% to 100%. The higher the value for R , the greater is the
dependence of a variable in relation to another or the better
the model fit in relation to the monitored parameters. However, errors may occur and variables may not show any relationship of cause and effect between them.
The residual analysis was performed using the tests of
Durbin & Watson (1950) to verify the independence, and
Breusch & Pagan (1979) to verify the residual homoscedasticity. According to Fernandes et al. (2014), if any of
these assumptions is not met, the model is not suitable and

Figure 4 - a- Nylon string; b - Metal surface plates; c and d - Surface settlement-measurement.
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the obtained deviation has to be corrected or considered in
the model.

3. Results
3.1. Gravimetric composition of MSW
Figure 5 shows that 47% of the MSW is composed of
putrescible materials. This high amount of organic matter
(OM) can influence waste mass settlement when the environment provides favorable conditions for the biodegradation of OM. The percentage of recyclable materials, such
as plastic, papers and cardboards, metals and glass, in the
total waste composition is shown as well.
Figure 5 - Gravimetric composition of the MSW from Campina
Grande.

3.2. Settlement model
Figure 6 presents the dispersion diagram of the studied variables, which shows an association between the values of settlement and time. Initially, there is no linear
relationship between the variables. However, from day 19,
the monitored data presented a positive linear trend. In
other words, as time increased, the values of settlement
concomitantly increased. Before day 19, the settlement had
a nonlinear trend, which is mainly due to volume reduction
caused by mechanical processes (rearrangement of the particles and compaction due to waste’s self-weight) that occur in the waste mass during the lysimeter filling process.
According to Hettiarachchi et al. (2009) and Dixon &
Jones (2005), waste settlement takes place due to mechanical and biological processes. The initial settlement phase,
which is usually 30 days long, is characterized by the predominance of compressibility and mechanical processes.
The final settlement phase is mostly due to biological processes. These features may reduce or increase the degree of

linear dependence between the variables of time and settlement.
When settlement occurs due to the predominance of
mechanical processes, there is a quick waste mass deformation and a non-linear settlement behavior over time. However, when biodegradation processes are present, waste
settlement tends to be linear over time, which is probably
due to the organic matter biostabilization constant. The
interquartile range and its critical limits (Table 2) were determined with the purpose of removing outliers and selecting a range in which the settlements values present a linear
behavior over time.
As the interquartile range indicates, the model had to
be developed with settlement values above 0.3068 m and
less than 0.7368 m. However, before modeling, the normal-

Table 2 - Settlement variability.
Variable
Settlement (m)

1st quartile

3rd quartile

Mean

Median

Lower critical
limit

Upper critical
limit

0.4485

0.5950

0.5608

0.5430

0.3068

0.7368

Figure 6 - Dispersion diagram of waste settlement over time.
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ity of settlement data was analyzed through the Kolmogorov - Smirnov test (Table 3).
Considering a significance level (a) of 0.05 and a
number of observations (n) of 67, it can be seen in Table 3
that Dcalculated is less than the Dtabulated. Thus, there was no evidence to reject the normality assumption. Also, research
data followed a normal distribution since the p-value is
greater than 0.05 (null hypothesis). Tables 2 and 3 only analyzed the response variable (settlement) because time is an
independent variable, not requiring such studies since its
variation does not depend on settlement.
The selected range for determining the linear regression model presented a correlation coefficient of 0.98, which
indicates that settlement and time are directly related. In
other words, there is a strong linear correlation between
these variables, but this correlation may have occurred by
chance. Because of that, a Student’s t-test was carried out to
verify if the association between the variables is real. With a
significance level of 0.05 and a degree of freedom of 65, the
tcalculated = 39.4 was higher than the tcritical = 1.10, meaning that
the correlation is statistically significant.
2
The linear regression was determined with R = 0.97,
indicating that 97% of the settlement variability can be explained by the model during the considered time range.
Through Table 4, it is verified that p-value was lower than
0.05, so the regression has statistical significance. Also, as
indicated by the angular coefficient of the linear regression
equation, for each additional day, it is expected that the
waste mass presents a settlement of 0.00055 m.
Equation 6 was used to perform predictions about the
settlement that occurred in the lysimeter over the time
range between 19 and 809 days.
y = 359.9 + 0.55x

(6)

where y = settlement (mm) and x = time (day).
According to Eq. 6, it is expected to occur a deformation of 0.805 m in the waste mass until day 809. Because of
that, there will be a gain of available spaces that might be
used to storage more waste. This way, such space saving
could maximize the sanitary landfill useful life.
According to Table 4, the upper and lower equations
can be determined, with 95% of confidence (Eqs. 7 and 8),
Table 3 - Normality test.
Variable

p-value

Dcalculated

Dtabulated

0.099

0.099

0.167

Settlement

from the developed model, which means that the observed
data is within this range.
Lower: y = 332.9 + 0.52x

(7)

Upper: y = 366.6 + 0.58x

(8)

where: y = settlement (mm) and x = time (day).
Figure 7 shows the model’s trend lines and the settlement values from the lysimeter monitoring.
To investigate the suitability of the regression model
and validate it, a statistical residual analysis was conducted
through the regression diagnosis. The Goldfeld-Quandt test
(Table 5) was used to test the null hypothesis in which the
errors variances are equal (homoscedasticity) and the alternative hypothesis in which the errors variances are a multiplicative function of the variable.
As it is seen in Table 5, the statistical residual has
homoscedasticity since the p-value is greater than the significance level of 0.05. Thus, the standard errors of the estimators obtained by the method of least squares are consistent and statistical inference is valid, so it is possible to
conclude that the estimators of the linear regression equation are appropriate.
To verify if the residual is independent, the DurbinWatson test (Table 6) was performed. Such test had the statistical residual dependence as null hypothesis and statistical residual independence as alternative hypothesis.
According to Table 6, 0 £ DW £ DL and the p-value
was less than 0.05, which means that the null hypothesis
can be rejected. Therefore, it is possible to affirm, with a
confidence level of 95%, that the residuals are independent
and have a positive correlation.

4. Conclusion
The developed model considered significant statistical parameters to estimate waste settlement. Such model
can be applied for estimating settlement values from sanitary landfills with similar features to the ones used in this
model.
The lysimeter’s total waste settlement was about
1.1 m during a monitoring time of 1300 days. The settlement prediction through the developed model is only indicated for an amount of time longer than 19 days and less
than 809 days. However, this fact does not disqualify the
proposed model since adjustment difficulties for models
like this one are typical during the initial period.
To obtain a model that reflects the initial monitoring
time, other variables such as waste density, cover layer and

Table 4 - Linear regression.
Coefficient
Linear (Intersection)
Angular (Time)

56

p-value

Lower limit

Upper limit

359.9

1.05 ´ 10

351.3

358.6

0.55

7.4 ´ 10

0.52

0.57

-67

-50
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Figure 7 - Dispersion of the predicted settlement values adjusted by the models.

Table 5 - Goldfeld-Quandt test.
Variable

GQ

p-value

Time

0.42

0.98

Table 6 - Durbin-Watson test
DW

DL

DU

0.126

1.573

1.634

p-value
0.42 ´ 10

-34

external loads must be incorporated into modeling, or another model should be developed with a combination of linear and nonlinear regression.
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Appendix: Table A1 - Experimental readings of each plate.
Time (days)

Surface plate A Surface plate B Mean (m)
(m)
(m)

Time (days)

Surface plate A Surface plate B Mean (m)
(m)
(m)

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

320

0.56

0.54

0.55

12

0.22

0.23

0.22

327

0.55

0.55

0.55

19

0.30

0.31

0.31

334

0.55

0.55

0.55

27

0.32

0.33

0.32

340

0.55

0.55

0.55

34

0.33

0.34

0.33

349

0.56

0.55

0.55

42

0.34

0.34

0.34

356

0.56

0.55

0.56

47

0.35

0.36

0.35

361

0.56

0.55

0.56

55

0.37

0.37

0.37

370

0.56

0.56

0.56

62

0.38

0.39

0.38

377

0.56

0.56

0.56

69

0.38

0.39

0.39

384

0.57

0.56

0.56

77

0.39

0.40

0.40

391

0.57

0.57

0.57

83

0.39

0.40

0.40

396

0.57

0.57

0.57

91

0.41

0.42

0.42

405

0.58

0.57

0.57

98

0.42

0.42

0.42

413

0.59

0.58

0.58

102

0.42

0.42

0.42

418

0.59

0.58

0.59

109

0.42

0.42

0.42

427

0.59

0.58

0.59

116

0.43

0.42

0.42

447

0.60

0.59

0.59

123

0.44

0.45

0.44

454

0.60

0.59

0.59

130

0.44

0.45

0.45

460

0.60

0.59

0.60

137

0.45

0.45

0.45

468

0.61

0.60

0.61

144

0.45

0.45

0.45

530

0.64

0.62

0.63

167

0.47

0.47

0.47

559

0.67

0.66

0.66

178

0.47

0.47

0.47

594

0.70

0.69

0.69

189

0.48

0.49

0.48

629

0.70

0.70

0.70

194

0.49

0.49

0.49

657

0.72

0.70

0.71

202

0.49

0.49

0.49

685

0.73

0.73

0.73

207

0.49

0.49

0.49

781

0.78

0.78

0.78

221

0.51

0.51

0.51

809

0.78

0.78

0.78

226

0.50

0.50

0.50

865

0.84

0.83

0.84

229

0.51

0.51

0.51

916

0.86

0.85

0.86

237

0.50

0.51

0.50

937

0.89

0.87

0.88

242

0.51

0.51

0.51

1000

0.91

0.90

0.91

249

0.52

0.52

0.52

1034

0.92

0.92

0.92

256

0.52

0.52

0.52

1056

0.92

0.94

0.93

263

0.53

0.53

0.53

1084

0.92

0.94

0.93

270

0.53

0.53

0.53

1117

0.93

0.94

0.93

278

0.53

0.53

0.53

1147

0.95

0.94

0.95

284

0.53

0.53

0.53

1231

0.96

0.94

0.95

291

0.53

0.53

0.53

1309

1.11

1.04

1.07

300

0.54

0.54

0.54

306

0.55

0.54

0.54

312

0.54

0.55

0.54
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An Evaluation of the Shaft Resistance of Piles Embedded
in Gneissic Rock
E.L. Juvencio, F.R. Lopes, A.L.L.S. Nunes
Abstract. In the design of piles drilled in rock, the following questions arise: (i) at what point of the soil/weathered
rock/sound rock profile should the pile socket be designed; (ii) is the contribution of residual soil to be disregarded; (iii)
how much consideration should be given to the pile boring method (rotary or hammering). Furthermore, usual design
methods consider only the side shear capacity of the socket, which is evaluated through empirical expressions that require
the uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock (qu or UCS). And, quite often in practice, a comprehensive test program
is not available, and only boring logs are available. This paper examines data from a BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) project in
Rio de Janeiro, with 8 bridges, in which some 30 dynamic tests were performed on piles partly embedded in residual soil
and partly in rock - a gneiss. These tests produced profiles of mobilized side shear. For the evaluation of the mobilized side
shear, a series of laboratory tests were performed on rock samples with different RQDs, taken from borings at the pile sites.
A relation between qu (uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock) and RQD could be established for gneissic rocks of
Rio. Values of mobilized side shear are compared to qu derived from the RQD correlation. Finally, an expression for the
prediction of mobilized pile shaft capacity is put forward.
Keywords: pile foundations in rocks, bearing capacity of piles, skin friction, dynamic tests on piles.

1. Introduction
Pile foundations drilled in rock are required for heavy
structures and/or when rock occurs at relatively shallow
depths. Although a straightforward solution, the design engineer often faces questions such as (i) at what point of the
soil/weathered rock/sound rock profile should the pile
socket be designed; (ii) is the contribution of residual soil to
be disregarded; (iii) how to proceed in the - not uncommon
- situation in which only boring data, such as rock classification and RQD, is available; (iv) how much consideration
should be given to the boring method. The last question
arises from the fact that most common boring methods are
either (a) water assisted (“wet”) rotary drilling or (b) compressed-air assisted (“dry”) down-the-hole hammer drilling.
Usual design methods consider only the shaft capacity of the rock socket - through side shear or skin resistance
- which is evaluated through empirical expressions. Such
expressions have as starting point the uniaxial compressive
strength of the intact rock (qu or UCS). However, it is not
uncommon in practice that a laboratory test program, which
covers the extension of the work, is not available and design
has to be based on boring data (rock classification and
RQD).

Several bridges had to be built for a BRT project in
Rio de Janeiro, and most of the foundations were piles in
rock. In the Rio de Janeiro region, the usual rock is gneiss,
with occasional granite occurrences. The city is known for
its rock outcrops, and, in most of the flatter areas, rock is
found under a cover of weathered material, usually a few
meters thick. In this project, as usual in the city, piles were
embedded partly in residual soil and partly in rock. As part
of the quality control of the project, 30 dynamic pile tests
were performed.
The dynamic tests produced a profile of mobilized
side shear for each pile. For the evaluation of the mobilized
side shear (as a function of the uniaxial compressive
strenght), a series of laboratory tests were performed on
rock samples with different RQDs, taken from borings at
the pile sites. A relation between uniaxial compressive
strength of the intact rock (qu) and RQD could be established for gneissic rocks in the Rio de Janeiro region.
Values of mobilized side shear are compared with the uniaxial compressive strengths of the intact rock (qu) derived
from the RQD correlation. Finally, an expression for the
prediction of mobilized pile shaft capacity is put forward.

2. Current Rock Socket Design Methods
A rock-socketed pile, with its main resistance components, can be seen in Figure 1. In design practice, if perfect
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Eq. 1 can be expressed in normalized form by dividing both unit side shear resistance and compressive strength
by atmospheric pressure (patm = 0.1013 MPa):
t ult
æ q ö
= a ¢ç u ÷
p atm
è p atm ø

Figure 1 - A rock-socketed pile, with its main resistance components.

clearing of the bottom of the borehole is not ensured, pile
base contribution (Qb) is not considered. Furthermore, since
the displacement necessary for full mobilization of the pile
shaft shear resistance in rock (trock) is much smaller than that
for the overlying soil (tsoil), soil contribution (Qs,soil) is considered with restriction. Therefore, rock-socketed piles derive most of their bearing capacity from the shaft shear
resistance in rock (Qs,rock).
According to Goodman (1989), when concrete is
poured against a drilled rock surface, it develops a strong
bond, which can carry shear stresses up to the shear strength
of rock or of the concrete, whichever is smaller.
Most design methods derive from a comparison of the
rock compressive strength (qu) measured in laboratory tests
with the pile shaft shear resistance (tmax) observed in field or
model tests. Laboratory tests are performed on rock specimens that are homogeneous and have no joints and, therefore, some correction has to be made to extend the laboratory measured strength to the strength of the rock mass.
The pile/rock interface (or side shear) resistance is
usually predicted from the rock compressive strength
through an expression such as:
t ult = aq ub (usually in MPa)
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(1)

b'

(unit independent)

(2)

where a (and a’) and b (and b’) are empirical factors, while
qu is the uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock.
When using Eq. 1 in MPa, values for a in the range
0.2-0.8 (upper limit for very rough or grooved boring surfaces) and for b in the range 0.6-0.8 have been suggested by
Horvath (1978), Meigh & Wolski (1979), Pells et al.
(1980), Rowe & Armitage (1987), Zhang (1997), Zhang &
Einstein (1998). In the case of Eq. 2, values for a’ in the
range 0.8-2.5 (upper limit for very rough or grooved surfaces) and b’ in the range 1.0-2.5 have been suggested by
Rosenberg & Journeaux (1976), Horvath & Kenney
(1979), Mcvay et al. (1992).
As mentioned earlier in this item, the pile shaft shear
resistance is limited by the shear resistance of the concrete,
which can be estimated as:
t conc = 01
. f ck

(3)

where fck is the characteristic (compressive) strength of the
concrete.
The above expression is based on laboratory tests of
concrete joints conducted at the Federal University of Rio
de Janeiro. The strength envelope indicated that the shear
strength at a concrete joint under no compressive stress is
very close to the tensile strength of the concrete. In the upper part of the pile, normal stresses are low and the assumption of these conditions for the whole shaft is on the safe
side.

3. BRT Project in Rio de Janeiro
A new BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) line, named Transcarioca, connects the borough of Barra da Tijuca to Rio de
Janeiro International Airport (Maestro Tom Jobim). As it
approaches the airport, a series of 6 bridges/viaducts were
required, as shown in Fig. 2. Figures 3 and 4 show OAE02/03 and OAE-06 in perspective.
The region, as typical of Rio de Janeiro, presents
gneisses at relatively shallow depths. Therefore, foundations for most bridge columns were cast-in-place piles excavated through soil and penetrating rock.
With the aim of both quality control and of acquiring
a better knowledge of rock-socketed pile behaviour, 30
(high strain) dynamic load tests were carried out.
Piles partly embedded in rock are commonly installed
by driving a steel casing down to the top of the bedrock and
then boring the socket. The pile is completed by placing the
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Figure 3 - OAE 2/3 (Pedro Ernesto Viaduct).

reinforcement (usually a “cage”) and pouring a self-compacting concrete. The steel casing is driven by a hammer or
forced down by a rotary equipment that has a pull-down
force and the interior of the casing is cleared from soil (usually washed or removed by auger) before introducing the
boring tool. Boring methods usually fall in two categories:
(a) rotary drilling, with rock debris removed by water circulation (sometimes referred to as “wet” or Wirth drilling),
and (b) use of down-the-hole (DTH) hammer, with debris
removed by compressed-air (“dry” boring). The steel casing is usually lost and becomes part of the pile (as in this
work) but, in some situations, the casing can be retrieved
with the help of a vibrator.
Piles types for the BRT Project, their service (or
working) loads and rock drilling equipment can be seen in
Table 1.
The “dry” hammer boring proved much more efficient than the “wet” rotary drilling. Since compressed-air
lifting of rock debris is restricted to a limited depth (typically 15 m), “dry” hammer boring was used on land and the
“wet” rotary drilling on water.
Figures 5 to 7 show equipment used in boring rock
sockets.
Dynamic tests were carried out according to Brazilian
standard NBR 13208 (2007), which follows ASTM D4945
(2012). As a standard test procedure in Brazil, pile
(soil/rock) resistances were measured at various blows,
with increasing energy in order to evaluate the proximity of
the ultimate resistance. Data acquisition equipment was
Pile Dynamics Inc. made Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA),
and data were processed by (a) the CASE Method (using
program PDI-CURVES) for all blows and (b) CAPWAP
(CAse Pile Wave Analysis Program) for the blow with the
highest energy.

Figure 4 - OAE 6 (Pereira Passos Bridge).

Figure 5 - Rotary equipment for rock drilling, with rock bit diameter 70 cm, sitting on top of an already impact driven steel casing,
diameter 80 cm.

Figure 2 - Location of bridges of the BRT Project close to Rio de
Janeiro International Airport.
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Table 1 - Characteristics of the BRT Project piles.
Bridges

Service Load (kN)

Steel casing diameter

Rock sockets diameter

Equipment used for rock drilling

OAE 1

2000

50 cm

39 cm (15”)

DTH hammer

OAE 2/3

4000

80 cm

70 cm

DTH hammer

OAE 4 and 7

4000

80 cm

70 cm

Wirth drilling

OAE 6

2500

80 cm

70 cm

Wirth drilling

OAE 8

1600

50 cm

39 cm (15”)

DTH hammer

(Rausche et al., 2006, suggest a ram weight of at least 1% of
the test load for piles in rock). It should be mentioned that
the dynamic tests were hired by the Contractor without interference from the authors.
3.1. Criteria followed in the definition of pile length in
the design stage

Figure 6 - Equipment used to drive (by turning and pushing
down) a steel casing, diameter 50 cm, and then lower a DTH hammer, 39 cm diameter.

In the definition of pile length in the Design Stage, the
following criteria were followed:
(i) the pile socket was considered starting at the point
where, in a mixed boring, percussion driving (SPT
procedure) was not possible and had to change to rotary driving; at this point material classification conventionally changes from residual soil to weathered
rock;
(ii) the contribution of residual soil to pile capacity was disregarded (only the rock socket was considered);
(iii) in the lack of laboratory tests, rock resistance was estimated from boring data, available at each bridge column, basically rock classification and RQD.
The rock - always a gneiss - unconfined compression
resistance (qu) was estimated as:
q u = 5 + 0.4RQD (qu in MPa, RQD in %)

(4)

This relation, adopted by the design firm, was intended to be on the safe side for use in preliminary design,
and indicates a maximum qu of 45 MPa for 100% RQD.
For the design of the lengths of the pile sockets, Eq. 2
was used with a’ = 0.3 and b’ = 0.7 (values in the center of
the literature’s range). This led to rock socket lengths in the
range 4 – 8 m (6 m being the typical length), adopted in the
initial Design Stage. As in usual design practice, pile point
resistance was not considered.
Figure 7 - Equipment used to drive (by turning and pushing
down) a steel casing, diameter 80 cm, and then lower a DTH hammer, 70 cm diameter.

4. An Investigation into the Gneiss Resistance
as Related to RQD

Blows for pile diameter 50 cm (socket diam. 39 cm)
were delivered by a 40 kN weight, falling from heights that
varied from 15 cm to 75 cm. For pile diameter 80 cm
(socket diam. 70 cm), a 61.2 kN weight, falling from 15 cm
to 160 cm, was used. In the case of the 80 cm pile, the hammer is somewhat lighter than what would be desirable

There is an argument as to whether RQD is an indication of the degree of rock fracturing only or is also an indication of rock weathering. In the case of the Rio de Janeiro
gneiss, which is not a much fractured rock, RQD has a direct relation with weathering. Thus, a correlation between
RQD and the uniaxial compressive strength (qu) - obtained
from the large pieces of the sample - was sought.
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In order to establish a relation between the uniaxial
compressive strength of the Rio de Janeiro gneiss and
RQD, a set of samples was taken from boring with 4 RQD
intervals, as if representing a rock weathering profile (as
proposed by Deere, 1969). Figure 8 shows the set of selected samples, all obtained by rotary coring with NX double tube barrels (diameter 54.7 mm).
Rock samples (diameter 54.7 mm and height
109.4 mm) were cut and trimmed to ASTM D4543 (2001)
specifications, and subject to axial compression in a Shimadzu testing machine, Model UH-F 1000 kN (Fig. 9a), of
the Structures Laboratory of COPPE (Graduate School of
Engineering), Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. Loading rate was 0.1 mm/min and vertical displacements were
measured with a LVDT system, as shown in Fig. 9b.
Typical failure modes can be seen in Fig. 10.

Figure 9 - (a) A Shimadzu 1000 kN testing machine and (b) test
setup.

4.1. Test results and analysis
The results of laboratory tests are summarized in Table 2 (samples obtained from the BRT Project), which presents individual results (5 specimens) and average

Figure 10 - Rock specimens after failure.

compressive strength, together with average RQD values
for each set.
Test results of Table 2 (average values) are plotted in
Fig. 11, which also displays a straight trend line and the line
from the Design Stage Eq. 4. As can be seen in this figure,
the Design Stage relation is well on the safe side.
The authors had access to a set of boring logs and laboratory test results also performed on gneiss in the Rio de
Janeiro region. The Harbour of Rio de Janeiro is undergoing improvement works, more precisely at the cruiser’s terminal (Pier Maua). At this location, rotary borings were
conducted by Geodrill, and 13 samples, of various RQDs,
were tested at the Rio de Janeiro State University (UERJ).
Table 3 presents the results of individual tests.
Test results from both sets of data (Tables 2 and 3) are
plotted in Fig. 12, also with a trend line. From this figure, it
can be concluded that an average relation - close to the
trend line - would be:
q u = 5 + 0.8RQD (qu in MPa, RQD in %)

Figure 8 - Idealized rock profile with a set of 5 samples for each
RQD interval.
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(5)

In projects for which a comprehensive investigation,
that includes laboratory tests, is not available for design, the
authors suggest a safer equation:
q u = 5 + 0.6RQD (qu in MPa, RQD in %)

(6)
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Table 2 - Values of RQD and qu, BRT Project (5 specimens tested per RQD interval).

Spec 1

Spec 2

Spec 3

Spec 4

Spec 5

Average
qu (MPa)

Gneiss (biotite gneiss) highly weathered
and highly fractured

0-25

12.5

20.0

19.1

10.2

8.8

12.0

14.0

Gneiss (biotite gneiss) weathered and
slightly fractured

25-50

33.5

36.6

25.7

43.3

37.8

32.1

35.1

Gneiss (biotite gneiss) moderately weathered and slightly fractured

50-75

62.5

39.3

55.4

87.0

75.2

72.2

65.8

Gneiss (biotite gneiss), sound and slightly
fractured

75-100

87.5

79.3

85.4

87.4

97.3

97.2

89.3

Rock description

Average
RQD
interval (%) RQD (%)

qu for each specimen (MPa)

Figure 11 - Relation qu vs. RQD from laboratory tests for the BRT Project (tests at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) and line from
the Design Stage equation.

also shown in Fig. 12 - as current proposal.

5. Mobilized Side Shear and an Evaluation of
Current Design Methods
An evaluation of the mobilized side shear of the pile
was carried out by the analysis of the results of the 30
(high-strain) dynamic load tests (ASTM standard D4945).
The blows with the highest energy were analyzed with
CAPWAP, which can produce the mobilized side shear distribution with depth. Although subject to some discussion
as to the uniqueness of its results (e.g., Danziger et al.,
1996), CAPWAP results are accepted in practice, for both
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distinguishing base and shaft loads and for the assessment
of side shear distribution.
Boring logs - with SPT (in soil) and RQD (in rock) were drawn alongside with the mobilized side shear revealed in CAPWAP analyses. All 30 ground and side shear
profiles can be seen in Juvencio (2015), and a set of 5 typical profiles are shown in Figs. 13 to 17. In these figures, the
following situations can be distinguished:
i) the soil overlying the rock is weak, and side shear is developed only along the rock socket: Fig. 13;
ii) soil and rock quality varies with depth, and side shear is
very variable down to the pile tip: Fig. 14;
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Figure 12 - Relation qu vs. RQD from laboratory tests for the BRT Project (tests at Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) and for the Harbour Improvement (tests at Rio de Janeiro State University), including Design Stage relation, and current proposal.

Table 3 - Values of RQD and qu, Rio de Janeiro Harbour Improvement (individual test results) Source: Geodrill / Rio de Janeiro
State University.
Rock description
Gneiss, texture medium

Sample no.

RQD (%)

qu (MPa)

01

69

58.0

02

75

64.0

03

86

90.0

04

70

76.0

05

62

70.0

06

98

60.0

07

70

58.0

08

30

49.5

09

80

78.0

10

80

74.0

11

82

55.0

12

54

53.0

13

96

53.0

iii) there is a good quality residual soil over the rock, and
side shear is developed along both materials with an
almost linear variation: Fig. 15;
iv) there is a good quality soil over the rock, and a little relatively low side shear is developed in the rock socket:
Fig. 16;
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v) the rock socket is too long, and the side shear decays
along the socket to an almost null value: Fig. 17.
Figure 17 is in agreement with remarks by Wyllie
(1999) that, in high quality rocks, load is carried by the upper portion of the socket. Wyllie suggests that this early
transfer of shear stresses is favored by the fact that the rock
has a higher Young’s modulus (ER) than the concrete. In the
case of the Rio de Janeiro gneissic rock, when RQD was
higher than 75%, ER exceeded 45 GPa. On the other hand,
the Young’s modulus of the concrete is 30 - 35 GPa. In the
case of Fig. 17, the rock had a RQD of 78%.
Figure 18 presents typical maximum displacement
(DMX in Pile Dynamics software notation) vs. mobilized
pile (total) resistance, in a series of blows with increasing
energy, for two piles. This plot gives an indication of how
close the test came to reach the pile maximum resistance (or
capacity). Figure 18a, with results of pile E111, Block 16,
Bridge OAE 8, presents a straight line (with maximum displacement of approximately 2 mm), which indicates that
the maximum mobilized load was far from failure. Figure
18b, with results of pile E04, Support 2, Bridge OAE 6,
presents a somewhat curved line (with a maximum displacement of approximately 5 mm), which indicates that
the mobilized load was high. It should be noted that all tests
mobilized loads that were at least twice the service load.
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Figure 13 - Ground profile and mobilized shear stresses - OAE 7, Block 11, E12.

Table 4 presents pile dimensions, average RQD along
the rock socket and average mobilized shear stress at the
socket from dynamic tests.
Figure 19 (data from Table 4) presents a plot of the
average mobilized shear stress obtained in dynamic tests
against the average qu estimated from average RQD along
the pile socket with Eq. (6).
This figure indicates that mobilized shear stress values were lower than the side shear resistances predicted by
the more commonly used methods, such as Horvath (1978),
Williams & Pells (1981) (where t ult = a 1 b1 q u and
a 1 = 0.5q u-0. 5 , and b1 = 0.6; t ult = 0.5 ´ 0.6q u0. 5 ) and Rowe &
Armitage (1987). This can be explained by the fact that
maximum shear resistance was not reached, mainly due to
limited energy in the dynamic tests. Another contributing
factor is that the above mentioned methods were developed
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for sedimentary rocks, the maximum resistances of which
are more easily reached in tests.
Figure 19 also shows that the boring method - either
wet drilling, represented by circles, or dry hammering, represented by squares - seems to have little effect on the mobilized shear stress.

6. A Proposal for the Evaluation of Side
Resistance of Pile Sockets in Gneiss
Since failure was not reached, the use of the data from
the previous section (basically average mobilized side
shear) to estimate the side shear capacity of a pile would be
clearly on the safe side. For a more reasonable prediction of
pile capacity it would be better to correlate the maximum
mobilized side shear obtained at each pile segment in the
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Figure 14 - Ground profile and mobilized shear stresses - OAE 7, Block 12, E07.

Figure 15 - Ground profile and mobilized shear stresses - OAE 6, Support 08, E01.
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Figure 16 - Ground profile and mobilized shear stresses - OAE 4, Block 02, E20.

Figure 17 - Ground profile and mobilized shear stresses - OAE 8, Block 08, E51.

dynamic tests (CAPWAP results) with the corresponding qu
at the same level. In this case, qu were obtained from RQD
(at the same level) through Eq. 6. The results are presented
in Fig. 20.
An interpretation of Fig. 20 leads to the following
proposal for a prediction of the available side shear of pile
sockets in gneiss of the Rio de Janeiro region:
t avail = a(5 + 0.6RQD) b

70

(tavail in MPa, RQD in %)

(7)

with a = 0.2 and b = 0.5 (very close to those suggested by
Horvath, 1978).
Since the set of data points exhibits scattering, Eq. 7
can be understood as leading to reasonable values for design purposes.

7. Conclusions
The paper initially presents the results of laboratory
tests performed on gneiss specimens with different RQDs.
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E19

E15

E01

E02

E05

E08

E04

E20

E27

E02

E01

E01

E13

E04

E07

E05

E12

E08

E02

E08

E42

E51

E60

E111

E117

E93

E99

E100

E105

E05

OAE 2 - Block 8

OAE 3 - Block 3

OAE 3 - Block 1

OAE 3 - Block 10

OAE 3 - Block 7

OAE 4 - Abutment 1

OAE 4 - Block 2

OAE 4 - Block 3

OAE 6 - Support 7

04OAE 6 - Support 8

OAE 6 - Support 10

OAE 6 - Module 2

OAE 6 - Support 2

OAE 7 - Block 12

OAE 7 - Block 13

OAE 7 - Block 11

OAE 7 - Block 10

OAE 1 - Block 4

OAE 1 - Block 3

OAE 8 - Block 7

OAE 8 - Block 8

OAE 8 - Block 9

OAE 8 - Block 16

OAE 8 - Block 17

OAE 8 - Block 13

OAE 8 - Block 14

OAE 8 - Block 14

OAE 8 - Block 15

OAE 8 - Block 01

Pile no.

OAE 2 - Block 9

Bridge/block
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5700

5673

4922

4930

4970

3950

5370

5900

4852

4774

5680

5218

12500

12150

11718

9462

9488

6576

7071

6405

5933

8258

9253

8160

14229

14825

13138

18800

13692

13050

3.9

4.3

4.0

4.0

4.1

6.2

4.7

3.8

2.4

2.0

5.6

6.3

7.0

5.8

6.3

7.1

5.1

5.0

3.3

4.7

3.9

7.6

5.8

5.0

3.6

3.9

4.4

5.4

3.5

4.5

RMX (kN) DMX (mm)

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

4167

in soil

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

3850

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

3850

in rock

Pile Wave Speed (m/s)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.57

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.45

0.65

0.58

0.22

0.57

0.45

0.60

0.53

0.48

0.00

0.61

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.10

Jc

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

Wirth

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

DTH

Boring
method

386

386

386

386

386

386

386

386

386

386

386

386

700

700

700

600

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

Diam.
(mm)

Table 4 - Pile socket dimensions, average RQD along the pile socket and average mobilized side shear from dynamic tests.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.70

3.00

6.00

3.00

-

7.00

-

2.00

6.00

-

2.00

-

0.50

2.15

2.00

-

-

-

Length in
residual soil
(m)

Pile dimensions

6.40

8.00

8.00

8.00

5.80

5.00

6.00

5.00

5.90

6.30

6.00

6.00

3.90

5.20

3.60

5.00

4.25

4.30

7.90

5.10

7.82

6.60

4.60

3.40

6.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

3.40

4.10

Length in
rock (m)

87

55

65

65

87

90

79

95

78

90

40

40

45

13

18

15

0

30

20

40

10

20

38

78

70

60

50

40

80

25

Average
RQD (%)

0.59

0.35

0.30

0.42

0.69

0.36

0.26

0.47

0.67

0.34

0.18

0.12

0.37

0.60

0.39

0.17

0.31

0.23

0.28

0.27

0.12

0.23

0.12

1.02

0.75

0.60

0.40

0.95

0.16

0.50

Average
tmax, mob
(MPa)
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If RQD is accepted as an indication not only of rock fracturing but also of rock weathering, a correlation between
the uniaxial compressive strength (qu) and RQD can be
sought. Such correlation was obtained through laboratory
tests for the gneissic rocks of the Rio de Janeiro region.
RQD - qu correlations have a practical importance due to
the fact that, in most projects, a comprehensive laboratory
test program is not available and design has to be based on
boring data.

Figure 18 - Maximum displacement (DMX) vs. mobilized pile
(total) resistance, in a series of blows with increasing energy, for
piles E111, Block 16, Bridge OAE 8 and E04, Support 2, Bridge
OAE 6.

A series of dynamic tests, performed on piles of a
BRT project in Rio de Janeiro were analyzed. Results show
that the contribution to pile capacity of the residual soil
overlying the rock is significant, although usually disregarded in design (there are some studies correlating SPT results with side shear in residual soils, a subject outside the
scope of this paper). Although pile sockets were bored by
two different methods - water assisted rotary drilling and
compressed-air assisted down-the-hole hammering - the
boring method did not seem to have a significant effect on
shear stress mobilization. Test data also provide a relation
between maximum mobilized side shear (tmax,mob) and qu, the
latter obtained from RQD (correlation mentioned above).
An expression for the prediction of pile shaft capacity of
piles bored in gneiss, based on the inferred maximum mobilized side shear, is put forward (Eq. 7).

Figure 19 - Average mobilized shear stress from dynamic tests vs. qu (estimated from average RQD along the pile socket).
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Figure 20 - Maximum mobilized shear stress in dynamic tests vs. qu (estimated from average RQD along the pile socket).
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